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ABSTRACT

The purpose of my study was to discover the most performed plays in Southern 

Arizona high schools, the teachers’ considerations when choosing these scripts, and the 

implications these scripts have for the adolescent student.  The first two sets of data were 

collected from a questionnaire sent to 33 high school theatre educators in Southern 

Arizona.  I created a list of the full-length plays/musicals and a list of what teachers felt 

were the most important considerations for script selection.  I analyzed the four most 

performed scripts, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Our Town, Once Upon a Mattress, and 

Footloose, and discovered four prominent themes (the future, adolescent love, power, and 

image) and discussed the implications they have on the adolescent actor.
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION

In November 2005, Southridge High School in Beaverton, Oregon, canceled a 

planned production of The Laramie Project, a play documenting the beating death of gay 

college student Matthew Shepard.  School administrators voiced their opposition saying, 

“The play’s sex and profanity is too risqué” (Hays, 2005, p. 1).  Malia Mildrexier, a 

Southridge drama student, summarized the importance of the issues surrounding this 

play: “Anything that even touches on sexual identity is censored at our school, but these 

are issues teens really need to be talking about” (p.1).  The situation at Southridge High 

School represents a heated debate regarding the selection of appropriate scripts for high 

school productions.

Each year the International Thespian Society publishes a survey of the plays 

produced in high schools during the preceding school year.  According to the 2005 Play 

Survey (Appendix A), the most produced plays were A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The 

Crucible, You Can’t Take it with You, Our Town, and Rumors.  Many of these plays were 

written prior to 1953 and might be called “Golden Oldies”.  Although these “Golden 

Oldies” are often successful at the high school level, there is a noticeable absence of 

contemporary plays from the play survey.  Contemporary plays are more likely to reflect 

relevant issues of today’s adolescents, thus offering opportunities for students to explore 

and discuss these issues in depth.  “By the age of 18, many of today’s youths confront 

more moral decisions, than most individuals in their parents’ generation faced throughout 

their entire lives” (Woods, 1997, p. 1).  A mix of the traditional canon of full-length 

plays/musicals and new contemporary plays that address relevant issues in today’s 
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society and are written for the adolescent is needed in high school theatre programs in the 

United States (Corathers, 1998).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Max Bush, a playwright driven to provide quality material for high school 

students, succinctly described the problem for high school theatre programs:

I find high schools to be the most censorious of producers.  There are the 

universal concerns about language and sexuality.  But I have found a greater 

source of censorship, I believe, in administrators: they fear serious plays for 

young people.  That is, serious plays with contemporary, age appropriate 

characters who act in a serious matter and engage in serious struggles. (Bush, 

2006, p. 19)  

As can be seen in the Play Surveys from 1938-1997 (Appendix B), many schools utilized 

a conservative view in play selection, as they opted to select the traditional canon of full-

length plays/musicals rather than award-winning plays specifically written for 

adolescents.  Gillespie (1985) researched the most popular scripts from 1945-1985 and 

discovered that all scripts were American, written prior to 1960, and the majority 

required adolescent actors to portray adult roles.  A parallel relationship between the 

themes “happiness” and “upholding one’s values” also was discovered in the scripts.  

Gillespie questioned the worlds found in these popular plays, as they reflected “worlds 

that were safe and nostalgic; worlds that were mostly white, middle class, and small 

town; worlds in which there were few questions, easy answers and little change” (p. 36).  
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Today’s adolescents live in a world not depicted in “yesterday’s” plays.  These traditional 

full-length plays/musicals typically present outdated themes and messages to adolescent 

students (Koza, 1997).  Why the absence of contemporary plays that deal with issues 

relevant to today’s adolescents?  This obvious absence and the point that gender and 

ethnic stereotypes are often reinforced in traditional full-length plays/musicals 

established the foundation for my research questions. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purpose of this study was to discover what full-length plays/musicals are 

performed in Southwestern U.S. high schools, the selection considerations for these full-

length plays/musicals, and the implications and messages presented in the scripts.  My 

research questions were:

1. What full-length plays/musicals were consistently performed in Southern Arizona 

high schools?  

2. What considerations prompted teachers to select these full-length plays/musicals?  

3. What implications/messages did adolescents involved in these performances 

receive?

a. Did these plays stem from real life experiences for the adolescent?

b. Was there a middle ground for teachers?  Could they implement both the 

traditional canon and contemporary plays into their school’s season?

Theatre educators selected certain scripts as part of their curriculum for various 

reasons.  Understanding why certain scripts are selected can reflect the values of the 
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school community.  “Curriculum as it has traditionally been developed reflects choices 

about which aspects of American identities are widely represented and which are not” 

(Sadowski, 2003, p. 165).  Understanding the considerations that high school theatre 

educators utilize when selecting scripts guided me in determining why the same 

plays/musicals are continually performed.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS

Chapter two consists of a review of literature that framed my methodology.  I 

examined literature that discussed play selection for high school theatre programs, studies 

that analyzed scripts, and literature concerning the adolescent.  

Chapter three describes my methodology.  There were two phases of my research.  

During phase one (administering the questionnaire) my research was descriptive.  I 

employed a more critical lens during phase two when I analyzed the popular full-length 

play/musical scripts for messages and implications.  In phase one I surveyed only high 

school teachers in Southern Arizona because middle school theatre teachers deal with an 

entirely different set of issues (the age of the students influence a middle school teacher 

differently than a high school teacher).  By narrowing the study to high schools, I limited 

the amount of variables that influenced the results of the questionnaire.

Chapter four includes my survey results and my analyses of the four 

plays/musicals taken from the survey list.  Stroud (1998), Bloom (1998), and Karnes’ 

(1975) work shaped the analysis used in this study.  There were three parts to the 

analysis.  The first analysis concentrated on the number of female and male characters 
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and the emotional and behavioral traits of the main female and male characters.  The 

second analysis focused on discovering themes in each script.  The final analysis included 

a narrowed examination of four prominent themes common among the four scripts 

analyzed.  The information from the first analysis was compiled into a coding sheet 

(Appendix C).  

In Chapter five I draw conclusions from my analyses.  There were also additional 

literature selections cited that strengthened my findings.  I also discuss implications of the 

play/musical selection process.
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CHAPTER TWO LITERATURE REVIEW

When reviewing educational theatre literature, I found limited studies that 

addressed the play/musical selection process. The issue of adolescents portraying adult 

roles in scripts written for adult actors also remained unexplored. Initially, I examined 

scholarly work that discussed the debate over appropriateness of play/musical selection 

for performance in high school theatre programs. Next, I researched studies that analyzed 

plays and literature in order to create a basic foundation for phase two of my study.  

Finally, I studied literature that discussed adolescents, because, in order to relate the 

themes to the adolescent actor I needed substantial comprehension of the adolescent. 

WHAT SHOULD HIGH SCHOOLS PERFORM?

“With just one misstep . . .  a teacher may find himself/herself in an ugly battle 

over the moral landscape that their theatre/drama classroom is built upon” (Adames et. al. 

143-44 and Grady 107-8 as cited in Chapman, 2005, p. 68).  The discussion of 

appropriate play selection at the high school level elicited various perspectives ranging 

from conservative to more open views of acceptable scripts.  Opinions in theatre 

handbooks and writings by John Urice presented conservative approaches to play 

selection.  On the flipside, there were educators concerned with the realization that plays 

addressing relevant issues were rarely performed in high schools.  Teachers formed 

opinions of what constituted good scripts and were influenced by the attitude (whether 

conservative or more open) of the school and community (Chapman, 2005).      
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Urice’s (2004) article “Play Selection for High School Theatre: An Opinionated 

Essay on Some Questions and Controversies” asked why high school productions 

attempted to include “realistic or relevant dramas” (p. 12).  He argued that teachers chose 

plays from the 1940s and 1950s because full-length plays/musicals from this time period 

were categorized as conservative and comfortable.  Grote (1997) noted comparable 

justifications why many schools continue to produce a musical.  In his book Play 

Directing in the School: A Drama Director’s Survival Guide, the audience did not feel 

threatened when watching their own children and friends perform in a musical, because 

musicals provide entertainment and are not intimidating (p. 204).  Urice questioned the 

issue further when he pondered if plays/musicals that deal with today’s concerns really 

“combat” issues such as tolerance, an issue that is considered relevant in today’s schools. 

Urice sought to understand the motivation for picking these types of plays for 

adolescents.  He stated that 

in truth, few high school “actors” have the training or the experience to deal with 

complex and emotionally challenging roles . . .Asking or permitting students to 

take on roles with unusual emotional or physical challenges is to throw them into 

the deep end of the pool. (p. 13)  

Urice believed today’s adolescents still dealt with the same issues and problems 

that adolescents dealt with twenty years ago (p. 15).  He noted that asking these questions 

about play/musical selection for high school theatre was simple, but that answering them 

was not (p. 15).  My study attempted to investigate this question when I asked not only 

for a list of plays/musicals, but also for the teachers’ considerations during the
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play/musical selection process.  Grote described why a more conservative play/musical 

might be performed in a high school, but he questioned the rationale behind how students 

may be perceived on stage, as compared to how they behave in real life:  

The problem for the teacher/director is that such rules seem to have no rational 

foundation.  When the language you hear in school hallways from fifteen-year-old 

girls is much more vulgar and profane than I heard in a year in Vietnam, how can 

we forbid an actor to say, “damn”?  When more than a quarter of all teenage girls 

are pregnant at least once before they graduate from high school, how can we 

pretend that in moments of passion adults never do more than hold hands? (p. 17-

18)

Both Grote and Urice discussed the more conservative side when selecting full-length 

plays/musicals for production in a high school setting, but Grote and Bush also addressed 

the hypocrisy that controls the play/musical process and stated that he did not agree with 

the conservative restraint that limits theatre teachers. 

The following scholars strongly voiced the important role of educators when 

selecting, analyzing, and questioning a script.  All discussed, from different view points, 

the messages that the traditional canon of plays/musicals sent to adolescents.  Cousins 

(2000) described the high school play as being an important aspect of American high 

school culture (p. 85).  In her opinion, the community and parents expected to see full-

length plays/musicals that were performed during their high school days such as 

Oklahoma! and Bye Bye Birdie.  Cousins found that many high school plays and musicals 

reinforce a “hidden curriculum” based on the dominant white culture (p. 86).  Koza 
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(1997) in her study Unhappy Happy Endings: Cultural Politics in the Broadway Musical 

Hit Once on This Island also looked for a hidden message in the musical.  She stated, “it 

is through visions of social reality presented in cultural artifacts such as musicals, 

especially those generating little controversy, that discourses of power can speak and 

regimes of power can be reinforced” (p. 369).  Cousins discussed how most Broadway 

musicals are set in America and focus on Americans and American values and the 

American way of life (p. 87).  Gillespie (1985) made a similar conclusion as she studied 

the most popular plays from the past Play Surveys of 1945-1984.  Gillespie discovered 

recurring themes throughout the forty years of lists.  She noted the following trends:  

American drama was only represented, the top twenty plays were written before 

1960, only successful Broadway plays or adaptations of popular novels – works 

written for a mass audience that proved successful were represented, fifteen of the 

top twenty plays have been on the list since 1970, thus the popularity is limited. 

(p.36)

Ethnic representations were also limited in the lists.  The few blacks presented 

were “servants, children companions, or students who spoke a broadly comic perversion 

of English, and a few are the butt of jokes about welfare fraud and illegitimate 

relationships” (p. 36).  Baehr (2006), a high school theatre teacher, shared her experience 

of directing Ragtime, an American musical that depicts “The American Dream.”  Baehr 

found that this “great American musical with much to offer any educational program is 

rarely being produced in American schools” (p. 12).  The agenda of the racial tensions 

that existed in America created the heart of what was wrong in America.  Baehr 
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addressed this issue daily in rehearsals and during performances.  She found that 

audiences provided mixed support due to the nature of the material.  Some audience 

members believed that the material was inappropriate.  

Chapman’s (2005) dissertation, The theatre kids: Heteronormativity and high 

school theatre, focused on heteronormative practice in high school theatre study and play 

production.  Ingraham defined “Heteronormative practice, or ‘heteronormativity,’ as the 

normalization of heterosexual acts, rituals, and behaviors in a society” (as cited in 

Chapman, 2005, p. 12).  Chapman attempted to understand the play/musical selection 

constraints faced by theatre teachers.  The selection process not only affects the theatre 

students, but the community as well:  

The school play affects the education not only of its student participants, but also 

of its student audience members.  Every individual who views the production is 

affected by the theatre teacher’s pedagogy.  The selected play text sends a 

message to the school and its larger community about the school’s pedagogical 

values and the theatre program’s employed curriculum. (p. 98) 

Chapman quoted Apple’s term “official knowledge”.  The conservative agenda, as the 

“subtext for most schools’ curriculum choices.”  He indicated, “this agenda determines 

what counts as knowledge throughout the U.S.” (p. 102).  The “official knowledge” 

represented the mainstream culture that is found in the characters of the most popular 

plays.  The main characters are Caucasian, heterosexual and by implication Christian (p. 

103).  Chapman’s discussion concurred with the opinions of Cousins, Gillespie, Baehr 

and Koza: a mainstream conservative view dominates the secondary theatre play/musical 
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selection.  Even though the theatre teacher’s attention was primarily focused on his/her 

students, the selection of a play sent a message to others, and theatre teachers needed to 

remember this consideration. 

These studies influenced the structure of my questionnaire and script analysis and 

related directly to the problem of the study.  These scholars, theatre educators, and 

playwrights indicated the challenges that high school productions face, including the 

logistics of a script.  Cousins discussed the impact of logistics in the play/musical 

selection process.  Cousins also addressed the following logistical concerns that teachers 

considered during the selection process: a high school orchestra’s talent and capabilities 

to play the score, large casts that involve many students, and high school theatres 

constructed to accommodate large scale performances (p. 88).  I considered these 

concerns when designing my study’s questionnaire.

Cousins mentioned the importance for schools to study musicals, but indicated 

that Broadway musicals were just one genre of theatre to which adolescents were 

exposed (p. 88).  She expressed concern that students did not receive a well-rounded 

drama education if the plays studied and performed were those that unconsciously 

ignored or minimized minority cultures (p. 89).  Theatre students, therefore, remained 

unaware that reading and studying a play/musical additionally taught them about 

mainstream culture (p. 90).  Koza supported this idea in her study.  She stated, “official 

school knowledge, musicals being but one example, sported a Teflon veneer.  One 

assumption often made about this knowledge was that it was truthful, benign, and 

incontrovertible” (p. 402).  Koza, however, added that educators possessed the control to 
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change the norm.  A season that included non-traditional plays/musicals offered 

adolescents the chance to experience new ideas different from past cultural constructs 

found in scripts from the past.  As Cousins stated, “ . . . currently, American high school 

students, particularly in the inner cities, face issues that did not affect their grandparents 

and perhaps their parents and teachers.  Gang violence, drugs, AIDS, teenage pregnancy 

and racism are realities for today’s youth” (p. 91).  The fear of serious contemporary 

material performed by adolescents caused fear among administrators even though daily 

struggles over such issues were the norm for many adolescents and influenced the genre 

of plays/musicals selected (Bush, 2006).  The debate of “what is appropriate for high 

schools to perform?” inspired my study as I researched the issues that teachers sensed 

were important considerations in the play/musical selection process.

TEXT ANALYSIS RESEARCH

Two studies examined gender roles in Theatre for Youth Audiences (TYA) 

scripts.  These studies were valuable, as they offered a way to analyze scripts.  Since 

TYA did not relate directly to high school theatre, a need remained to examine 

plays/musicals used in high school settings.

In “Feminist Dramatic Criticism for Theatre for Young Audiences,” Bloom 

(1998) chose three renowned Theatre for Youth Audiences (TYA) companies, The 

Seattle Children’s Theatre, The Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, and Stage 

One: Louisville Children’s Theatre, and studied their 1994-1995 seasons (p. 26).  Her 

analysis included the use of a feminist dramatic criticism, exposing and critiquing the 
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multiple forms of oppression women experience and the generally held assumptions that 

facilitate such oppressions” (p. 29).  Bloom based her method of study on an analysis of 

gender-role stereotyping utilizing children’s literature that examined the ratio of male to 

female characters, the indoor and outdoor location of male and female activities, and the 

behaviors of each play’s major characters.  Each reader who analyzed the plays was 

asked to select one to five behavioral traits from among seventeen that they felt were the 

predominant traits in each character.  The seventeen traits included: “dependent, 

independent, cooperative, competitive, directive, submissive, persistent, explorative, 

creative imitative, nurturant, aggressive, emotional, active, passive, rescues, or is rescued 

(physically or emotionally)” (Davis, 1984 as cited in Bloom, p. 26).  

These behavioral traits are important because they complement each other and 

determine whether one sex dominates a certain behavior.  Bloom had her readers decide 

whether the character was expressive or instrumental, significant or insignificant, and 

stereotyped or non-stereotyped.  Twenty-four characters were considered significant.  

The female protagonists portrayed all but one of the predominant traits (imitative) 

compared to the male protagonists that portrayed all but five of the predominant traits 

(imitative, competitive, persistent, aggressive, and is rescued).  One stereotyped male, 

aggressive and competitive, and two stereotyped females, passive and cooperative were 

identified out of twenty-eight characters analyzed.  Bloom noted that in order to avoid 

gender-stereotyping, the behaviors needed to be available to both genders, whether or not 

certain behaviors were considered stereotypical of a specific gender (p. 28).  
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In her three-part study she concluded that the TYA companies presented plays 

that did not represent the stereotypical behaviors of female characters.  If plays 

represented a stereotypical female character, the companies often attempted to provide a 

counter example as well.  Bloom stated that this was a starting point that playwrights and 

companies must not overlook (p. 34).  Bloom’s in-depth study indicated why it was 

important to clearly understand plays’ messages.  The playwright creates these messages 

and has the opportunity to confront gender stereotypes in the writing process.  Directors 

and audience members, however, also have the opportunity to interpret what they feel is 

the “true” message of a production.  Like Bloom, I framed my work with attention to 

characters and the search for messages.  My analysis aimed to discover the key messages 

in each script analyzed. 

Stroud (1998) analyzed gender-typing and sexism in ten award winning American 

Alliance for Theatre & Education (AATE) plays: The Man-Child, Aalmauria: The 

Voyage of the Dragonfly, The Chicago Gypsies, Amber Waves, Jungalbook, The Secret 

Garden, The Pinballs, This is Not a Pipe Dream, In the Middle of Grand Central Station, 

and Monkey Magic: Chinese Story Theatre.  Her study focused on analyzing the plays to 

discover whether the following nine overtly sexist traits followed the same pattern found 

in award-winning picture books (p. 20).  

1) Women who displayed malevolent behavior, especially to other females, 

outnumber females displaying compassion and solidarity.

2) Young females are passive victims, while young males are active, 

courageous, adventuresome rescuers.
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3) Men function in leadership roles more frequently than women.

4) While male characters perform a variety of occupations, female characters 

are stereotyped in domestic roles.  The saving power of domestic work is 

emphasized over the humanizing power of work for all characters.

5) The redemptive power of a woman’s love for a man is emphasized, even if 

given in obedience to a father.

6) Female characters are endowed with a limited number of positive traits.

7) Established norms (e.g., marriage and motherhood) limit the aspirations and 

self-concepts of female characters.

8) Females show strong emotions more frequently than males.

9) The physical attributes of females are discussed, while those of males are not. 

(p. 20)

The results indicated that the sexist traits were less common than Stroud initially thought.  

She concluded that playwrights and AATE award judges became more aware and 

sensitive to women’s issues (p. 23).  The results were positive from a feminist 

perspective, but these plays also offered other messages to the students that pertained to 

gender equality:

Social attitudes about gender-typing were still commonly accepted today, such as 

attention to the purely physical appearances of the females. . .the depiction of 

women in predominately domestic roles. . .the limited number of occupations and 

career aspirations for female characters. . .and the absence of mothers and the 

presence of neglectful and abusive fathers. (p. 24)
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These commonalities among the plays suggest that society continues to accept gender-

typing.  Stroud’s study brought to light the importance of analyzing plays in order to 

comprehend plays/musicals’ messages. 

Two dissertations analyzed scripts for young audiences using Sam Smiley’s 

Playwriting: The Structure of Action.  Zeder’s (1978) study, A Character Analysis of the 

Child Protagonist as Presented in Popular Plays for Child Audiences, prompted and 

inspired Starr’s (1991) dissertation, Theatrical Literature Involving Stressful Situations 

and the Impact Upon Young Audiences: An Evaluation of Published Scripts, 1980-1988 

(Children’s Theatre).  Zeder (1978) connected theatre and psychology in order to provide 

a methodology for examination “of characters in terms of both their surface character 

traits and their moral and psychological foundations” (p. 6).  She described how 

“identification and modeling processes exert a powerful influence over audiences of 

children” (p. 55).  It was crucial that thorough character analyses of the child protagonist 

occurred because the material presented in the productions influenced the audience of 

these plays.  

Starr’s (1991) dissertation built upon Zeder’s work.  Starr studied scripts for 

young audiences focusing on the stressful situations presented in the scripts and the 

impact on young audiences.  She cited Davis and Evans’ (1969) Theatre, Children and 

Youth that emphasized that an audience unable to identify with a play had little interest in 

the play (p. 37).  As a result, Starr identified and analyzed plays that had a preadolescent 

protagonist because preadolescents remained dependent on parents/guardians.  A younger 

audience can identify with a preadolescent protagonist because of the age similarity.  The 
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preadolescent begins to encounter independence but still depends on his/her 

parent/guardian for guidance and decision-making (Starr, 1991, p. 70-71).  Starr found 

that many plays ended with the protagonists being “sadder but wiser” instead of “happily 

ever after” (p. 124).  The plays all ended relatively happy, but the characters’ lives did 

not end better than when the play began.  Starr shared how the character “Stephanie in 

You Don’t See Me does win the science contest, but she has also just come to the 

realization that her brother is dead” (p. 83).  Starr cited another example with the 

protagonist from Doors: “Jeff and his mother find support and strength in each other after 

his father leaves” (p. 83).  The plays offered the audience a chance to consider the 

problems developed throughout the plays and question possible solutions, such as with 

whom will Jeff live, his mother or father.  These protagonists served as role models for 

the audience, connecting the protagonists’ stressful issues in a realistic manner, and thus 

providing the audience with a realistic connection.  

Both Zeder and Starr provided a foundation for analyzing plays that built upon 

Smiley’s dramatic structure.  Their focus was the impact on children and adolescent 

audience members.  These dissertations created criteria that limited the types of plays 

studied, and thus provided an essential piece of information for this study.  The number 

of scripts analyzed could have been determined by a number of variables and from 

various lists.  In order to condense and solidify this study, I decided to centralize the 

focus to a specified section of the Southwest, thus the most performed plays in one 

location of the Southwestern U.S. were analyzed.
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Another source I studied was Karnes’ (1975) dissertation.  She analyzed male and 

female roles in two periods (1922-1945 and 1955-1975) of award-winning adolescent 

literature.  Karnes’ dissertation served as a framework for my study, as it specifically 

dealt with adolescent literature.  The previous studies were helpful, but once again, there 

was an absence of theatre studies that focused on the adolescent and script analysis.  

Karnes understood that when adolescents read, new ideas and thoughts emerged and 

often influenced their background and personality (p. 1).  She analyzed the number of 

male and female characters in each novel, their job occupations, and the behaviors and 

emotions of females and males.  The results indicated that although there existed an 

increase in the number of female characters, males dominated the novels.  The data also 

confirmed that males had a more diverse job occupation selection.  Finally, Karnes found 

there was not a significant change in the emotions and behaviors exhibited by the males 

and females from the different time periods.

The final dissertation I studied was Roof’s (2004) Poststructural Feminist Power: 

A Thematic Analysis of Female Protagonists in Adolescent Literature, 1942-1946 and 

1992-1996.  Roof, a high school teacher, realized that missing from his curriculum was 

literature written by females and/or minorities and focused on a female protagonist.  He 

decided to examine two time periods of literature to discover whether the female 

protagonist had developed over the fifty year time period (p. 35).  

The novels from 1942-1946 examined were Seventeenth Summer, Big Doc’s Girl, 

Teresita of the Valley, Shuttered Window, Winter Wheat, With a High Heart, A Date for 

Diane, and Going on Sixteen.  The novels from 1992-1996 were Missing May, Charms 
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for the Easy Life, Make Lemonade, Missing Angel Juan, Deliver Us from Evie, Letters 

from the Inside When She Hollers, Like Sisters on the Home Front, The Midwife’s 

Apprentice, The Golden Compass, After the War, and A Girl Named Disaster.  The 

protagonists from the 1940’s encompassed the same spirit, independence, desires, 

determination and confidence as the contemporary protagonists (p. 112).  Each 

protagonist is in pursuit of either love, professions, or education and Roof admitted that 

the 1940’s protagonists’ pursuits appeared mundane.  These female protagonists posses 

independence, but Roof discovered that “they are socialized to depend on their male 

companions to complete themselves, and they faithfully follow suite” (p. 113).  A major 

difference of the contemporary female protagonists was the variety of quests (what they 

pursued).  These female protagonists pursued “education, salvation of self, salvation of 

the world, sexual freedom, and truth” (p. 115).  Roof also noted the increase and 

significance of death in the modern novels.  The modern adolescent was exposed to death 

through mass media, and thus it was included in their literature (p. 116).  

The situations that the female protagonists experienced differed between the two 

time periods.  Sexual activity, abortion, lesbianism, incest, and violence were situations 

that the contemporary protagonists faced.  Roof concluded that although the situations 

differed, the spirit of a strong female was evident in both time periods.  “No weaker sex 

should exist: both sexes should be strong” (p. 118).  Roof drew attention to the need for 

authors to portray gender equality, just as Stroud did in her study.  The adolescents 

portraying the characters in the popular plays were both female and male, and Roof’s 
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attention to female protagonists and the messages in each novel shaped my need to 

examine the popular plays/musicals’ role to uncover messages in the script. 

Karnes and Bloom’s works were most influential for the framework of my study.  

Their coding methods and attention to female and male characters shaped how I analyzed 

my methods in phase two of my study.  During phase two the analysis of scripts occurred 

and focused on the actions and emotions of the characters.  The seventeen categories 

utilized were derived from Karnes’ work with adolescent literature that paralleled 

Hillman’s study on children’s literature (Karnes, 1975, p. 52).  The seventeen categories 

included:  physical aggression, verbal aggression, physical affection, verbal affection, 

nurturance, competence, independence, affiliation/dependence, fantasy, curiosity, joy, 

hatred, sadness, anxiety/fear, excitement/anticipation, surprise, and anger.  The 

implementation of these categories ensured a thorough analysis of the characters.  I also 

followed Bloom’s procedure of analyzing character’s behaviors.  Bloom used the set of 

behavior traits from Albert Davis’ “Sex-Differentiated Behaviors in Nonsexist Picture 

Books” (1984 as cited in Bloom, 1998).  These behavior traits were dependent, 

independent, cooperative, competitive, directive, submissive, persistent, explorative, 

creative, imitative, nurturant, aggressive, emotional, active, passive, rescues, and is 

rescued (physically or emotionally) (Bloom, 1998).  I combined both lists to create a list 

comprised of twenty-nine behavioral traits.  The new list was used to analyze the female 

and male main characters from each play/musical analyzed.  It was important that the 

analysis was framed from previous literature.  These studies provided successful methods 

to analyze text, and I combined their procedures to create an analysis for my study.
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THE ADOLESCENT

Adolescence is a time for discovering one’s identity.  “Since the invention of high 

school, adolescents have been forming cliques and mentally ranking them” (Adler et al., 

1999, ¶ 2).  There are diverse cliques today, and the goal of most adolescents is to belong 

to one, avoiding loneliness.  This is especially true as adolescents “spend less and less 

time with their parents, cliques increasingly fill the emotional vacuum, and the high-

school game of acceptance or rejection is being played for even higher emotional stakes” 

(¶ 2).  The transition to adulthood is not straightforward and adolescents do not want to 

face it alone.  Hughes and Wilson (2004) discussed how today’s adolescents may 

encounter more transitions over a longer period of time in the journey to adulthood.  “The 

ramification of this is that young people must create their own pathways to 

independence” (p. 59).  Adolescent development shapes the future for the adolescent.  

Hart and Carlo (2005) focused on moral development in adolescents, a recently 

more popular area of study.  According to public polls, almost 75% of American adults 

described adolescents as “rude and irresponsible,” while only 15% characterized 

adolescents in a positive way (p. 224).  The adolescents’ moral development shapes their 

adult moral character.  As a future educator, I consider what morals I might teach to my 

students through the scripts I select for performance purposes.  Hart and Carlo also 

discussed adolescents’ moral development as a product of their childhood, thus allowing 

them to “engage in moral life more effectively than is typically possible for children” (p. 

225).  Several influences impact an adolescent’s moral development, including parents, 

peers, and biological factors.  The moral development of students affects how one might 
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read a play.  I took into consideration the moral development of adolescents when I 

analyzed scripts.

Moral development influences one’s identity.  Sadowski (2003), an English and 

drama educator, emphasized in his book Adolescents at School that understanding 

students as people is just as important as understanding pedagogy.  The first chapter 

“Identity and Possibility Adolescent Development and the Potential of Schools” by 

Nakkula (2003) clearly explained why identity/self-understanding is crucial to 

adolescents and how schools played a role in shaping identity.  Nakkula affirmed that 

schools played an important role in identity formation:

Time spent within a setting has less impact on identity than does the nature of 

involvement.  The activities and relationships most influential to identity 

development are those in which youth are most invested and through which they 

experience the deepest gratification and most meaningful reinforcement. (p. 9)  

The play, the other adolescents involved, and the atmosphere of a production influenced 

students and shaped their identities.  High school students spend a considerable amount 

of their time on a play/musical production.  Fellow students, rehearsal exercises, and the 

script are all aspects of a production that potentially influences the adolescents and their 

identities.  The adolescent’s identity continually developed and was classified in one of 

four categories according to Marcia’s taxonomy of adolescence (Muuss, 1996).  Marcia’s 

four identity statuses stem from “Erikson’s adolescent stage identity versus role 

diffusion” (p. 261) that creates the four identity statuses: diffusion, foreclosure, 
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moratorium, and identity achievement.  Reviewing each status increases knowledge of 

the continual process that adolescents experience as they try to discover their identities.

A student with a diffused identity, according to Marcia, has “not yet experienced 

an identity crisis or exploration nor made any personal commitment to a vocation or a set 

of beliefs” (Muuss, 1996, p. 262).  An identity crisis or exploration may be the death of a 

loved one, moving, or a national disaster.  A set of beliefs are the values and rules that 

one believes and follows. For this student, identity issues were not a significant concern 

and were placed on a backburner for later consideration.  The foreclosure status described 

a student who decided to commit to a certain set of beliefs, goals, or values, but had not 

experienced a crisis or explored or questioned beliefs.  The moratorium identity status 

described a student who was searching for a set of beliefs, goals, or values.  The student 

experienced a crisis in life that led to a search for a set of beliefs.  Adolescents in the 

moratorium status, however, failed to commit to a specific set of beliefs.  On September 

11th adolescents experienced a national crisis.  Perhaps this situation caused some 

adolescents to move from one identity to another as they evaluated their own beliefs that 

changed or solidified after September 11th.  The last identity status was identity 

achievement.  This type of student explored ideas and beliefs, asked questions, and/or 

experienced a crisis.  The student also committed to a particular set of beliefs that created 

his/her identity (Muuss, 1996).  Understanding each status assisted me in uncovering the 

messages/themes found in popular scripts.  Adolescence identity formation was rarely 

solidified and constantly changed between statuses.  The constant change allowed 

educators to influence the identity formation process.
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Nicholson and Ayers (2004) discussed problems that adolescents face as they 

develop.  Often adolescents cope with emotional difficulties.  Nicholson and Ayers 

described three components of emotional difficulties: behavioral, “running away from a 

problem situation; cognitive, having irrational thoughts about oneself or others, thinking 

one is physically unattractive or that one is disliked by one’s peers; and physiological, 

“sweating, dizziness and palpitations associated with a panic attack” (p. 49).  Adolescents 

experience these emotional difficulties daily, and they can increase the fear of appearing 

foolish by their peers.  Other problems that adolescents experience are anxiety and 

phobia.  Daily life affects adolescents’ anxiety, as well as uncontrollable and extreme 

worrying (p. 50).  As adolescents establish and test their identity, daily problems also 

impact their development.  Daily problems exist in the analyzed script and provide 

adolescent actors the opportunity to relate and discover new solutions to their problems.  

Theatre teachers have the opportunity to influence their adolescent students through their 

direction in the classroom.

Adults who work with adolescents can increase their options for healthy 

development by presenting them with multiple opportunities to redirect their 

investment of mental or psychic energy.  Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Reed 

Larson have shown how adolescent development is a process of this kind of 

energy investment.  They note that we grow most strongly in the areas in which 

we most thoroughly invest. (Nakkula, 2003, p. 12)  
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Students involved in a play production were offered an activity that required more time 

than the allotted time in school.  Their identities were likely influenced by their 

involvement in a production.  

As I analyzed the plays, I focused on what behavioral traits main characters 

possessed.  The students portraying these characters emulated the characters’ personality 

traits.  The play selected was often part of the curriculum for an advanced drama class.  

Although it is an educator’s job to follow curriculum that “represents the school’s 

agenda” (Nakkula, 2003, p. 16), it is imperative to understand students and their agendas.  

Attempting to understand students’ agendas creates an effective educator and an 

influential role model in adolescents’ lives, a personal goal of mine as I pursue a career in 

theatre education.  The research of others provided a foundation for my research 

methodology.
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CHAPTER THREE METHODOLOGY

FRAMEWORK

This study discovered the full-length plays/musicals performed in the past three 

years at 23 high schools in the Southwest, the considerations theatre teachers believed 

important, and criteria theatre teachers used to determine a quality script.  Four scripts 

from the Southwest popular play list were analyzed and attributes of the characters and 

universal messages were revealed.

I utilized a pragmatic knowledge claim that allowed me as a researcher to “draw 

liberally from both quantitative and qualitative assumptions” (Creswell, 2003, p. 12).  

According to Patton (1992), a qualitative evaluator, qualitative research does not focus on 

one single subject matter, and “. . . .methods deriving from different paradigms can 

validly and usefully be combined within the same study” (as cited in LeCompte et al 

1992, p. 734).  The pragmatist philosophy allowed my study to incorporate both 

quantitative and qualitative methods of research and permitted flexibility during the 

analysis of the scripts.  

QUESTIONNAIRE

Phase one of my study consisted of a questionnaire administered to 33 Southern 

Arizona high school teachers (Appendix D).  I chose Southern Arizona high school 

teachers because I wanted a sizable, but manageable, number of participants.  The study 

was exempt from Institutional Review Board review (Appendix E), but I was required to 
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obtain permission from each school district or principal before I could request their 

teachers to complete the questionnaire.

Research of literature and informal interviews with theatre teachers provided the 

basis for the questionnaire.  The debate of appropriate scripts for performance in high 

school theatre programs served as my inspiration for developing the questionnaire.  I 

contacted Don Corathers, who administers the National Play Survey for the Educational 

Theatre Association, and asked him for a sample of the questionnaire he sends to theatre 

teachers nationwide (Appendix F).  I adapted the questionnaire to meet the needs of this 

study.  I asked theatre teachers to indicate the full-length plays/musicals their schools 

performed during the past three years and rate their opinions of the scripts using a 

numeric scale of one to four, with four as a high quality script and one, low quality.  To 

address the debate over what plays/scripts should be performed, I included 28 

considerations for the teachers to utilize in the script selection process.  These 28 

considerations were developed using the following sources: Grote’s (1997) book Play 

Directing in the School A Drama Director’s Survival Guide, information obtained from a 

retired theatre high school teacher, suggestions from two active theatre high school 

teachers, and input from novice theatre education students about the completed 

consideration list.  In addition, I included four blank rows that allowed teachers the 

option of adding additional considerations and ranking them. I provided teachers an 

opened-ended question that provided them the opportunity to share their definition of a 

quality script.  These answers were listed and coded to indicate similarities or differences.
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Prior to its distribution, the questionnaire was field-tested at the Arizona State 

Thespian Conference with non-Southern Arizona teachers.  The teachers and professors 

who completed the questionnaire provided positive feedback.  The main change that 

occurred was the order in which I listed my questions.  Originally, teachers were asked to 

rate the 28 considerations and then list the plays/musicals their schools had performed in 

the past three years.  Due to a lack of time, the teachers failed to complete the play list.  

The list was significant to phase two of my study; therefore, I reversed the order of the 

questions on the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire provided the descriptive data needed for phase two of my 

study.  Utilizing that data, I analyzed two plays and two musicals that were performed at 

least three times and received a majority rating of four.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 

Footloose, Our Town, and Once Upon a Mattress were the selected scripts deemed most 

popular according to the results of the questionnaire.  Bloom (1998) and Karnes (1975) 

both noted occupation and male and female characters in their analysis of scripts and 

novels.  During the first reading of the scripts, I completed the first coding sheet 

(Appendix C) modeled from Karnes’ study and supported by Bloom’s study.  I examined 

the number of female and male characters, their occupations, and the behavioral traits of 

the male and female main character(s).  Karnes studied adolescent literature and 

employed a formula that specifically analyzed five sections (each five pages long) of text, 

looking only at coding those characters that were mentioned during those pages.  A play 

differs from a novel, thus, like Zeder (1978) and Starr (1991), I focused on specific 

characters for the second part of the coding sheet.  I combined Karnes’ seventeen 
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emotions with Bloom’s seventeen behavioral traits.  An overlap existed, and the final list 

was comprised of 29 emotions and behavioral traits.  I noted each time where the male or 

female main character changed emotion and/or behavior.

The second reading uncovered themes prevalent throughout the script that 

indicated messages towards the adolescent (Table 12).  Zeder (1978) studied the impact 

of characters on the audience and understood the powerful influences of identification 

and modeling for children.  Therefore, I examined the scripts during the second reading 

and sought to understand the impact of the play on adolescent students involved in 

productions.  

After the second reading, I reviewed the data and organized the messages into the 

common themes: Power, Adolescent Love, Image, and Future.  Roof (2004) implemented 

this process during his study on adolescent literature.  Gillespie (1985) found common 

themes throughout the popular plays according to the Play Survey and shared the 

numerous times certain themes appeared.  Following Roof’s example, I read the scripts 

for a third time and discovered examples of the prevalent themes.  

PROCEDURES/METHODS

The survey was administered through postal mail and email.  The regular mail 

survey included a self-addressed stamped envelope that the teachers completed and 

returned.  The email provided a link that took the teachers straight to the questionnaire 

online provided by Survey Monkey, an online program that allows one to create secure 

surveys and collect data anonymously.  I sent the questionnaire to 33 high school theatre 
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teachers.  Twenty-three teachers responded with completed questionnaires (12 via mail 

and 11 via online).  The teachers were asked to return the questionnaire within a week 

and a half, but I continued to receive questionnaires through postal mail for three weeks.  

The 33 high school theatre teachers were employed at public, private, and charter 

schools.  The questionnaire was voluntary and anonymous; therefore, the demographics 

of the returned questionnaires were unknown.  I chose to include only high school theatre 

teachers, as there is a significant difference between middle school and high school 

students.  Consequently, I was able to control my data by ensuring that I received only 

information from high school teachers.

Narrowing the study to include only high school teachers allowed me to limit the 

amount of variables that might influence the results of the questionnaire.  As an incentive 

for the teachers to complete the questionnaire, I informed them that the results of the 

questionnaire would be mailed to them, regardless of whether they had provided me with 

a completed questionnaire.

The data from the questionnaires was organized and coded.  Initially, I created a 

table that listed all titles of the full-length plays/musicals and the ratings provided by the 

teachers (Appendix G and Table 3).  The 28 considerations were listed and the ranking of 

importance was combined into one list.  Space was provided for teachers to note 

considerations not listed.  Qualitative data, the teachers’ definition of criteria for a quality 

script, were categorized with in vivo codes (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  In vivo codes 

utilize the words of the participants.  There was a total of 23 categories after I coded the 

data from phase one (Table 2).
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I read each play/musical three times.  The first time I read the script in order to 

find the number of male and female characters, occupations of the characters, and 

emotions and behaviors of the main male and female character(s).  My second reading 

consisted of coding the scripts.  “The coding method is a procedure for organizing the 

text. . . and discovering patterns within that organization structure” (Auerbach & 

Silverstein, 2003, p. 31).  I looked for patterns and noted any recurring patterns (Table 

12).  Coding, a qualitative research method, can overwhelm a researcher.  According to 

Auerbach and Silverstein (2003), a researcher may think that everything is important and 

be afraid to narrow the focus of a study (p. 32).  Consequently, I read the scripts a third 

time after evaluating my first set of coded data.  I found the most common themes, from 

the second reading, categorized them with in vivo codes using the dialogue from the 

scripts, and then specifically looked for these themes during the third reading.

MIXED METHOD CHARACTERISTICS/DESIGN

Creswell (2003) stated that a researcher should explain and define the reasons for 

using a mixed method approach.  For this study, it was important to discover the 

plays/musicals performed in Southern Arizona high schools.  I needed to use a 

quantitative strategy to collect that information.  As I coded the plays during my analyses 

I marked in my script when certain themes appeared.  Consequently, I needed to mix 

quantitative and qualitative methods in the study’s design.  There has been a recent 

growth of mixed method studies found in “books, journal articles, diverse disciplines, and 
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funded projects” (p. 210).  As a result, the mixed method approach is more commonly 

recognized throughout the research community.

A researcher has several possibilities when using a mixed method approach.  

There are several ways to collect the data, thus leading to different mixed methods 

strategies.  I used the concurrent nested strategy for both phases one and two.  The 

concurrent nested strategy incorporates both qualitative and quantitative methods at the 

same time when collecting data (Creswell, 2003, p. 218).  During phase one, I collected 

quantitative data but also included an open-ended question that allowed me to code using 

qualitative methods.  During phase two of my study, I coded the scripts and collected 

data using both quantitative and qualitative methods.  The concurrent strategy allowed 

me to quantify my qualitative data (p. 220).  “By using the two different methods in this 

fashion, I was able to gain perspectives from the different types of data” (p. 218).  My 

research generated useful results.
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CHAPTER FOUR DATA AND ANALYSIS

PHASE ONE

Phase one of this study included questionnaire data.  Out of 33 questionnaires sent 

via mail and email, 23 were returned (12 via mail and 11 via online).  In an effort to 

maximize my response rate, teachers were contacted three times: first by mail, and twice 

by email.  My advisor, Dr. McCammon, contacted the teachers by email the second time.  

A list of plays/musicals was compiled with the teachers’ ratings, considerations were 

recorded, and an open-ended question was coded and categorized.  With the exception of 

the play list data, phase one data remained unexamined until the conclusions of phase two 

when I returned to discover any commonalities between the teachers’ considerations, 

criteria of a quality script, and the data from phase two. 

The Play/Musical List

The final play/musical list included 120 titles (Appendix G).  It was a surprise to 

discover that Southern Arizona theatre programs included numerous titles that were not 

often repeated.  I expected titles from the Play Survey to appear on my list, but in 

actuality very few titles listed on the Play Survey were among the 120 titles.  The 

questionnaire asked the teachers to rate each play using a numerical scale of four to one: 

four indicated a great script that fully met the teacher’s criteria, and one reflected a script 

that did not meet the teacher’s criteria.  The rating system influenced what plays I

decided to analyze in phase two of the study.
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Numerous play/musical titles were performed two times during the past three 

years.  Since I needed to limit the amount of scripts analyzed, I initially looked at 

plays/musicals that were performed at least three times.  This narrowed my selection to 

the following three plays and three musicals:  A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Footloose, 

Harvey, Once Upon a Mattress, Our Town, and The Wizard of Oz (see Table 1).  

Table 1

Plays/Musicals Performed at Least Three Times and Their Ratings

Title 4
Great 
Script

3
Good 
Script

2 
Okay Script

1
Not a Good 

Script
A Midsummer Night’s Dream* 4 2
Footloose* 3 1
Harvey 1 3
Once Upon a Mattress* 2 1
The Wizard of Oz 1 2
Note.  *Indicates the scripts analyzed in this study

The second factor I considered as I narrowed down this list of popular 

plays/musicals was the teachers’ ratings.  A title that had the majority of the ratings in 

category four (Great Script) remained on my list.  Two scripts were eliminated after this 

procedure: Harvey and The Wizard of Oz.  It was interesting to note that my final list 

consisted of two plays and two musicals, two scripts that take place in a fantasy world, 

and two scripts that take place in an American town.  These four scripts, A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream, Footloose, Once Upon a Mattress , and Our Town, became the data for 

phase two of this study.
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Open-ended Question

The play list consisted of the combined lists the teachers created and their ratings.  

I discovered how the teachers defined their criteria for a quality script.  Quality can be an 

ambiguous term.  Theatre teachers appear to define quality as criteria for a script rather 

than considering the aesthetic appeal of a script.  Twenty-one teachers completed the 

criteria question, and the result was a list of 84 items.  Using in vivo coding (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998), I compiled twenty-three categories (see Table 2).  Although I used the 

teachers’ own words, these categories remain vague since I could not specifically ask 

teachers to clarify and specify their definitions.  “Wowing characters” involves 

interesting characters, characters that challenge the students.  The category may also 

include a more detailed description.  Unable to obtain follow up information from each 

teacher, created a limitation for this study.  The major criterion for a quality script 

according to the teachers was “a script that works for my group of students.”  Teachers 

repeatedly emphasized that a large cast with multiple female roles worked for their 

students.  Several categories that the teachers listed as criteria that constitute a quality 

script overlapped with the considerations they ranked following this question.  

Consideration List

The final section of the questionnaire asked the teachers to rate 28 considerations: 

a rating of five being Very Important and one being Never Important (see Table 3).  The 

teachers were also given four blank spaces that allowed them to fill in any consideration 
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Table 2

Criteria for a Quality Script

Criteria Categories Frequencies

“Script that works for my group - large cast” 9
“Wowing characters” 9
“Provides challenge/opportunities for performers and technicians” 8
“Vibrant and challenging dialogue” 7
“ ‘Do-able’ with the technical problems” 7
Intelligent plot 6
Appropriate for family, community, and administration standards 6
Captures the audience - inspires them to think 5
Wowing themes 5
Relevance to what's going on in today's world 4
Plenty of female or flexible characters 3
Opportunities for student successes 2
Not done repeatedly around the country - diversity 2
"Do-able" with student talent 2
Provides opportunity for ensemble work 1
Appeals to the director 1
Research historical information 1
Creates a personal meaning 1
Emphasis on style of acting 1
Critique the play (pros and cons/tech and acting) 1
Final aesthetic appeal 1
Reveals our humanity 1
Sometimes lesser because the show will entertain and make money 1
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Table 3

Results of the 28 Considerations for Selecting a Play

Considerations for 
Selecting a Script

5 
Very 

Important

4 
Important

3 
Needs 
to be 

Considered

2 
Sometimes

1 
Never

Appropriateness of     
language

7 7 6 2

Appropriateness of 
themes

12 7 3

Is it appropriate for 
school - for the 
students

15 4 3

Is it appropriate for the 
community

11 6 4 1

Parents 6 7 5 3
Cast size 12 7 3
Characters' genders 9 5 5 3
Budget 6 6 4 5 1
Group of students 5 9 6 2
Stage demands 6 9 6 1
Target audience 4 10 6 2
The challenges that it 
provides for the 
students

9 9 2 1

Students' skills 7 9 5 1
Faculty and 
administration support

4 7 3 5 3

Style (experimental, 
comedy, classical, 
etc.)

3 7 8 3

Age of students 2 6 10 2 2
Number of students 7 7 7 1
The venue - the theatre 
space/constraints

6 4 8 4

Support system - will 
you have designers or 
volunteers to help with 
the production?

6 3 3 8 2
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Table 3 (continued)

Considerations for 
Selecting a Script

5 
Very 

Important

4 
Important

3 
Needs to be 
Considered

2 
Sometimes

1 
Never

What does it do for 
you as an artist?  How 
will working on this 
script 
inspire/challenge you?

5 10 4 3

Story (writing) 9 12 1
Music (this applies to 
musical selection)

7 7 2 1

Technical aspects 4 12 5 1
Time of year 
(beginning or end of 
the school year)

2 7 8 4

School's schedule 
(testing, other 
activities' events)

6 5 5 3 3

Acquiring the rights 
for the script

8 6 4 4

Planning a well-
balanced season

2 8 9 1

Surrounding schools' 
seasons

3 6 3 9

Depth of the piece - its 
message and ability to 
inspire original 
thought and feeling

1

Period vs. modern 
piece

1

Known piece (popular) 1

Playwright 1
Recently been 
produced

1

Culture of students 1
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not listed that they considered important.  Six blanks were filled in and added to the 

completed list (these six considerations appear after surrounding schools’ seasons).  

Considerations that were rated Very Important (category five) by at least 11 

teachers were: “appropriateness of themes, is it appropriate for school – for the students, 

is it appropriate for the community, and cast size.”  The three considerations that were 

rated Important (category four) by at least 11 teachers were: “target audience, story 

(writing), and technical aspects.”  These top seven considerations were also defined as 

criteria for a quality script.  Using this information, I deduced that a teacher’s selection 

process includes looking for a quality script, as the quality script criteria overlapped with 

the considerations of selecting a script.  

The least important considerations (looking at the original 28) were “surrounding 

schools’ seasons, school’s schedule (testing, other activities’ events), and faculty and 

administration support.”  The “surrounding schools’ season” was the only consideration 

that did not receive any Very Important (category five) ratings from any teachers.  

“Faculty and administration support and school’s schedule” were rated as Never a 

Consideration (category one) by at least three teachers and given ratings in category five 

(Very Important Consideration).  This information provided insight that administration 

support is not a consistent factor; however, there could be a link between the school’s 

schedule and administration support.  Administrators are aware of testing and other 

school events; therefore, administration support may influence when the play/musical is 

performed.  Teachers may self-monitor their selections, since it is clear that 

appropriateness is a Very Important consideration.  Perhaps this action eliminates the 
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need for administration support.  Since the questionnaires were anonymous, there were 

several reasons why the surrounding schools’ seasons was not an important 

consideration.  One reason may be the fact that there was only one high school in the 

district, another may be that the audience was primarily family and these audiences only 

attended their own schools’ performances.  More information about each school would 

provide more data for analyzing the importance of the considerations and their ratings.

PHASE TWO

Phase two consisted of three readings of each script selected from the phase one 

data.  The purpose for the first reading was to acquire behavioral traits of the main male 

and female character, the number of male, female, and neutral characters, the occupations 

of the characters, and the date the play/musical was written.  This basic information 

briefly informs the teacher as to the cast size (A Very Important Consideration) and the 

gender ratio of characters (A Very Important Consideration).  Each script contained

adolescent main characters.  Although the adolescent characters represented adolescents 

from the time period the play was written, I chose to narrow my focus on only the main 

adolescent characters.  The objective for the second reading was to compile a list of 

themes or messages that I discovered throughout the play/musical.  With a list from each 

script, I constructed a chart and noted what similarities existed among the scripts.  I 

discovered four themes and used them to guide my third and final reading of each script 

(see Table 11).  The rationale for the third reading was to uncover the messages that these 

popular plays/musicals may be sending to the adolescent actor.  Finally, I compared the 
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phase one data to find how these scripts related to the considerations the teachers 

considered important in order to bring closure to the data analysis.

Reading One

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William 

Shakespeare, written in 1595, with 12 male characters, four female characters, and five 

neutral characters, was the most performed play.  Six teachers chose this script for their 

students to perform during the past three years.  The story follows young lovers.  Hermia 

is betrothed to Demetrius but in love with Lysander, and Helena is in love with 

Demetrius.  Theseus (Duke of Athens) agrees with Hermia’s father Egeus and instructs 

Hermia that she must follow the law and marry Demetrius, or face the consequences of a 

nunnery or death.  To keep their forbidden love alive, Lysander and Hermia decide to run 

away.  Helena, desperately in love with Demetrius, decides to foil their plan and tell 

Demetrius that his soon-to-be-wife is fleeing.  The four end up in the forest with fairies 

watching their interactions.  The Rustics (Bottom and company), who are to put on a play 

at Theseus’ wedding, decide to meet in the woods to rehearse.  Act II introduces the 

fairies and the riff between Titania and Oberon, the Queen and King of the fairies.  

Titania possesses a boy and Oberon is jealous of the attention the boy receives.  Oberon 

desires the boy for himself.  Oberon instructs Puck, a fairy, to retrieve a specific herb 

with special powers.  The crushed herb is placed on the eyelids of a sleeping person.  

When the person wakes s/he instantly falls in love with the first person in sight.  King 

Oberon and Puck uses the herb on Titania, Demetrius, and Lysander which causes 
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confusion amongst the lovers.  Demetrius and Lysander both begin to pursue Helena, 

casting aside Hermia.  Puck guides Titania to view Bottom, whose head Puck has

transformed to resemble an ass.  The chaos in the woods disappears when Oberon 

instructs Puck to retrieve the counter herb, thus reversing the spell.  Finally, Oberon gains 

possession of the boy and Titania’s love, Lysander returns to loving Hermia, and 

Demetrius remains in love with Helena.  Bottom transforms to a human, and the play 

concludes with the Rustics’ performance for Theseus and his wife Hippolyta.

The coding sheet for the first reading (see Table 4) indicated that there were 

twelve male characters, four female characters, and five neutral characters.  I placed the 

fairies in the neutral category, because although most are referred to as males, I have seen 

productions in high schools where the fairies primarily were female actors.  Although the 

male gender was favored according to the character list, many directors/teachers take 

great liberty and often gender-blind cast roles, such as the rustics, because the script is in 

the public domain and they do not need to adhere to copyright laws.  The occupation of 

each character indicated the status of the character.  There existed the wealthy and strong 

characters that have power and worry about law and love, and there were the rustics, the 

servants (even in the fairy world) and mechanics working/performing for the wealthy.  A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream cast list also listed additional attending fairies and human 

attendants, thus the cast size could increase at the discretion of the teacher.

The behavior traits data of the adolescent female and male main characters was 

collected during the first reading (see Table 5).  A Midsummer Night’s Dream did not 

involve just one set of male and female main characters; therefore, I coded the behavior 
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Table 4

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Characters and Occupations

A Midsummer Night's Dream
by William Shakespeare 

1595
Male Characters Occupations

Theseus Duke of Athens
Egeus Father/Wealthy Man
Lysander Suitor to Hermia
Demetrius Suitor to Hermia
Philostrate Master of the Revels in 

the court
Peter Quince A carpenter/actor
Nick Bottom A weaver/actor
Francis Flute A bellows mender/actor
Tom Snout A tinker/actor
Snug A joiner/actor
Robing Starveling A tailor/actor
Oberon King of the Fairies

Female Characters Occupations

Hippolyta Queen of the Amazons
Hermia Daughter/in love
Helena Female in love
Titania Queen of the Fairies

Neutral Characters Occupations

Puck Fairy
Peaseblossom Fairy servant
Cobweb Fairy servant
Moth Fairy servant
Mustardseed Fairy servant
Other fairies Attendants to Oberon 

and Titania
Attendants Attendants to Theseus 

and Hippolyta
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Table 5

A Midsummer Night’s Dream’s Behavioral and Emotional Traits

Behaviors and Emotions Lysander Demetrius Hermia Helena

Verbal Affection 5 2 1
Verbal Aggression 4 4 3 2
Excitement/Anticipation 3 2
Competitive 3 2 1
Anger 2 2 1 6
Directive/Active 2 5 2
Submissive/Passive 2 2 1 2
Dependence/Affiliation 1 1 1
Joy 1 1
Creative 1 1
Physical Aggression
Physical Affection
Competence 1
Curiosity 1 3 2
Independence 1
Sadness 3 3
Hatred 1 1 1
Anxiety/Fear 1 3 2
Fantasy
Surprise 1
Nurturant 1
Cooperative
Persistent 2
Explorative
Imitative
Emotional
Rescues
Is Rescued Physically 1
Is Rescued Emotionally 1
Total 24 22 26 23
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traits for Lysander, Demetrius, Hermia, and Helena.  I underlined in the script every time 

a character’s dialogue indicated a change in behavior.  According to my coding, Lysander 

often incorporated affection with his dialogue.  Helena’s character displayed the most 

anger, and Demetrius behavior was often directive/active.  Every character displayed 

verbal aggression, anger, and a submissive/passive behavior.  Demetrius warned Helena, 

“Stay, on thy peril!  I alone will go” (II.2.87).  He verbally warned her to stay away or 

else.  Hermia was also verbally aggressive to Helena: “But that my nails can reach unto 

thine eyes” (III.2.298).  Helena exhibited anger towards both men: “O spite!  O hell!  I 

see you all are bent/To set against me for you merriment” (III.2.145-146).  In an attempt 

to show respect Hermia displayed submissive/passive behavior towards Theseus: “But I 

beseech your grace that I may know/The worst that may befall me in this case/If I refuse 

to wed Demetrius” (I.1.62-64).  There were selected behavioral traits that were only 

exhibited by one character.  Demetrius showed competence while Hermia exhibited 

independence, surprise, nurturance, and being rescued emotionally.  Helena was the only 

character with marks in the persistent and is rescued physically categories.  Her persistent 

behavior was most often towards Demetrius: “I am your spaniel, and Demetrius/The 

more you beat me, I will fawn on you.  Use me but as your spaniel – spurn me, strike 

me/Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave,/Unworthy as I am, to follow you” (II.1.202-

207).  The female characters had increased markings in several categories, which 

indicated that they have a wider range of emotion, but not necessarily more changes 

(Hermia had the highest number of changes with 26 and Demetrius had the lowest with 
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22).  The male characters still exhibited a great deal of emotion, but according to my data 

sheet the range of emotions was less than the female characters.  

OUR TOWN.  Thorton Wilder’s 1938 Our Town received three great script ratings 

by teachers.  The script consists of 13 male characters, seven female characters, and one 

neutral character.  Our Town takes place in Grover’s Corners, New Hampshire, and 

follows the lives of George and Emily beginning in 1901.  The sequence of the plot is not 

entirely linear and sometimes goes back in time to more clearly examine how Emily and 

George know they are meant to be together.  The Stage Manager controls the action of 

the play and informs the audience of important events.  The final Act takes place in 1913 

and revolves around Emily’s funeral (after her death in childbirth).  Emily joins others in 

the graveyard, returning to life for her twelfth birthday.  Mrs. Gibbs (George’s mother) 

offers advice to Emily, but Emily experiences first hand the realization that when people 

are alive they forget to take time and notice one another. 

The coding sheet for Our Town (see Table 6) revealed thirteen male characters, 

seven female characters, and one neutral character.  In the neutral character category I 

indicated that the following roles could be cast with a gender-free eye: Professor Willard, 

Woman in the Balcony, Man in the Auditorium, and Lady in the Box.

The occupations between the female and male characters exhibited a distinct 

difference.  Every male character except for Wally Webb (student/son), the Man in the 

Auditorium (audience member), and Sam Craig (a man who left to live life) had a job 

title in the occupation column, such as doctor, newspaper deliverer, farmer, or professor.  

There was a noticeable difference for female occupations.  The job titles given to the 
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Table 6

Our Town Characters and Occupations

Our Town
by Thornton Wilder 1938

Male Characters Occupations
Dr. Gibbs Doctor
Joe Crowell Newspaper deliverer
Howie Newsome Milk deliverer
George Gibbs Student/Son/Baseball 

Player/Husband/Farmer
Wally Webb Student/Son
Professor Willard Professor
Man in the Auditorium Audience member
Simon Stimson Choir director/drunk
Constable Warren The Constable/policeman
Si Crowell Newspaper deliverer
Three Baseball Players Adolescent baseball players
Sam Craig A man who left to live life
Joe Stoddard Graveyard Man

Female Characters Occupations

Mrs. Gibbs Wife/Mother/Gardener
Mrs. Webb Wife/Mother/Gardener
Rebecca Gibbs Student/Daughter
Emily Webb Student/Daughter/Wife/Moth

er
Woman in the Balcony Audience Member
Lady in the Box Audience Member
Mrs. Soames Town Lady

Neutral Characters Occupations

Stage Manager Narrator
Possibly - Professor 
Willard, Woman in the 
Balcony, Man in the 
Auditorium, Lady in 
the box
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women were the roles they played in a family (daughter, mother, wife or a town lady).  

Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Webb were also listed as gardeners, but it is important to note that 

they were gardeners in their own personal gardens, not in a public garden.

George and Emily were the female and male main characters that I followed, and 

I collected data about their behaviors (see Table 7).  The first four behaviors on the chart, 

verbal affection, directive/active, anxiety/fear, and curiosity, were the highest between 

both characters.  Emily was direct with George when she shared how a man should be: “I 

always expect a man to be perfect and I think he should be” (II, p. 40).  George and 

Emily both exhibited Fear/Anxiety before their wedding: “Listen, Ma. - for the last time I 

ask you . . . All I want to do is to be a fella” (II, p. 47).  “But, Papa, - I don’t want to get 

married. . . .” (II, p.47).  A further examination revealed that Emily’s behavior changed 

more than George’s behavior (17 more times).  There were four behavioral traits in which 

Emily scored a five or higher and George scored a one, thus increasing the overall 

number of times she changed behaviors.  These behavioral traits were 

excitement/anticipation, emotional, sadness, and surprise.  Emily and George both 

displayed a wide range of behavioral traits, but Emily displayed these behavioral traits 

more frequently, thus was more emotional than George.

ONCE UPON A MATTRESS.  Once Upon a Mattress (the book written in 1959 

by Jay Thompson, Marshall Barer, Dean Fuller, lyrics by Marshall Barer and music by 

Mary Rodgers) consists of a large cast list with 12 male characters and 10 female 

characters (see Table 8).  The story centers around the familiar fairy tale, “The Princess 

and the Pea”.  Prince Dauntless wants to get married, but his mother Queen Aggravain 
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Table 7

Our Town Behavioral and Emotional Traits

Behaviors and Emotions George Emily

Verbal Affection 7 6
Directive/Active 6 6
Anxiety/Fear 5 4
Curiosity 3 3
Joy 3 1
Dependence/Affiliation 2 3
Verbal Aggression 2 1
Persistent 2 1
Nurturant 2
Excitement/Anticipation 1 6
Emotional 1 6
Sadness 1 5
Surprise 1 5
Competence 1 3
Anger 1 3
Submissive/Passive 1 2
Independence 1 1
Cooperative 1
Competitive 1
Physical Affection 1
Hatred 1
Fantasy 1
Physical Aggression
Explorative
Creative
Imitative
Rescues
Is Rescued Physically
Is Rescued Emotionally
Total 42 59
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Table 8

Once Upon a Mattress Characters and Occupations

Once Upon A Mattress
Book by Jay Thompson, 
Marshall Barer, and Dean 
Fuller  Lyrics by Marshall 
Barer  Music by Mary 
Rodgers, 1959

Male Characters Occupations

Minstrel Traveling Entertainer
Pantomime Prince Prince
Wizard Queen's confidant
Prince Dauntless Prince
King Sextimus the Silent King
Jester Entertainer
Sir Studley Knight
Sir Luce Knight
1st Knight Knight
2nd Knight Knight
3rd Knight Knight
Sir Harry Knight

Female Characters Occupations
Pantomime Queen Queen
Pantomime Princess Princess
Princess No. 12 Princess
Lady Larken Lady-in-waiting
Queen Aggravain Queen
Kitchen Wench Servant
Princess Winnifred Princess
Emily Lady-in-waiting
Lady Mabelle Wealthy Lady
Bird Bird

Neutral Characters Occupations
Possibly - Minstrel and Jester

Ensemble Occupations
Ladies-in- Waiting/Servants 
Knights/Soldiers
Musicians
Wealthy Guests
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continually creates unfair tests for the potential princesses.  Twelve princesses fail the 

test; thus, Prince Dauntless remains alone.  His father King Sextimus is mute, and, 

although he cares for his son, he fails to confront the Queen.  Sir Harry discovers and 

brings back Princess Winnifred to the castle in hopes that she will pass the Queen’s test.  

The whole town wants Prince Dauntless married, because, until he weds, no one in the 

kingdom can either.  Prince Dauntless immediately likes Princess Winnifred and assists 

her in preparing for the unknown test.  Queen Aggravain decides to test Winnifred’s 

sensitivity and places a pea under twenty soft mattresses.  Despite several efforts to 

exhaust Winnifred, the princess prevails and passes the test.  Unbeknownst to the Queen, 

the Minstrel’s lute is accidentally placed underneath the mattresses, but Winnifred passes 

the test, allowing Dauntless and the rest of the town’s characters to marry.   

The cast included twelve male characters and ten female characters.  The 

possibility existed to cast Minstrel and the Jester as females, and the ensemble was 

comprised of ladies-in-waiting, knights, soldiers, servants, musicians, and wealthy guests.  

Once Upon a Mattress was set in a fantasy kingdom.  The setting reflected the occupation 

titles.  Similar to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the occupations were divided by status.  

There was the Queen who possessed the most power, her confidant the Wizard, followed 

by the Princess, the Prince, the King, the Knights and the wealthy guests, all of high 

status.  The Minstrel and Jester served the Queen and therefore had a lower status, one 

that was similar to the ladies-in-waiting and the royal servants.  One noticeable difference 

between the female and male characters was the lack of high status of female characters 

when one was not a princess or queen.
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Prince Dauntless and Princess Winnifred were the two characters I examined for 

behavioral traits during the first reading of Once Upon a Mattress (see Table 9).  The 

female character revealed a wider range of behavioral traits (Fred has three more than 

Dauntless), but the total times that the behaviors changed was very close.  Dauntless’ 

behavioral traits changed 39 times compared to Fred’s 41 behavioral trait changes.  The 

most common trait of Winnifred was her curiosity and directive/active behavior.  

Winifred’s curiosity is often direct as well: “Does she ever say anything else except ‘You 

swam the moat?’” (III.3. p. 15).  Her directive behaviors indicated a strong female 

character: “. . .well, we’ll worry about that later.  Right now, I’d better get out of these 

wet clothes” (I.3. p.18).  This second behavior was the opposite of Dauntless’ most 

common behavioral trait, submissive/passive.  Dauntless often projected a submissive 

attitude towards his mother: “Mama, may I say something?” (I.3. p. 15).  The female 

character represented the stronger character, displaying curiosity and directive behavior; 

Winnifred only contained one mark in the submissive/passive behavior category.  

FOOTLOOSE.  Walter Bobbie’s stage adaptation of Footloose, music by Tom 

Snow, lyrics by Dean Pitchford, (1998), follows Ren McCormack’s attempt to change a 

town.  Set in the heartland of America in the recent past, Ren (a teenage boy) and his 

mother move from Chicago to Bomont, a small town that enforces a law that bans 

dancing and rock and roll music.  Ren’s mission is to convince Reverend Shaw Moore to 

change the law.  With the support of Ariel (Reverend Shaw’s daughter), Willard, Rusty, 

and other classmates, Ren requests that the town council undo the law.  His request is 
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Table 9

Once Upon a Mattress Behavioral and Emotional Traits

Behaviors and Emotions Prince Dauntless Princess Winnifred

Submissive/Passive 6 1
Verbal Affection 5 2
Curiosity 4 8
Dependence/Affiliation 3
Joy 3 2
Excitement/Anticipation 3 2
Anxiety/Fear 3
Nurturant 3 1
Directive/Active 3 8
Sadness 2
Surprise 2 3
Independence 1 2
Anger 1 1
Physical Aggression
Verbal Aggression 1
Physical Affection
Competence 4
Hatred
Fantasy
Cooperative
Competitive 3
Persistent 1
Explorative
Creative
Imitative
Emotional
Rescues 1
Is Rescued Physically 1
Is Rescued Emotionally
Total 39 41
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denied.  Ethel, Ren’s mother, advise Ren to make amends with Reverend Shaw.  Ren 

listens to his mother and congratulates Reverend Shaw on his victory.  The play 

concludes with Ren’s efforts bringing life, dancing, and music back to Bomont as 

Reverend Shaw reverses his decision.  

Footloose consisted of a large cast with more male roles than female: 14 male

characters, 10 female characters, and an ensemble consisting of Irene’s band members, 

townspeople, and high school students (see Table 10).  Many of the characters were 

teenage students; however, the older male characters all had a specified occupation 

similar to what was discovered in Our Town.  The older female occupations portrayed 

roles in the family, except for two females who had specified jobs.  Betty Blast was the 

owner of Burger Blast and Irene was a band singer.  Footloose mirrored Our Town, 

written 60 years earlier, in many ways; yet, it included roles for women who held jobs 

and a single mother.  Both represented time periods where a woman’s only role was a 

homemaker. 

The two main characters analyzed for their behavioral traits were Ren 

McCormack and Ariel Moore, both seniors in high school.  The results of the coding 

indicated that Ren experienced a greater change of behaviors throughout the script (Table 

11).  His behavior changed 96 times compared to Ariel’s 66 behavioral changes.  This 

fact was shocking, but appeared correct considering that Ren was an adolescent who was 

an outsider in a new school his senior year.  Ren’s most common behaviors were 

directive/active and curiosity.  These behaviors labeled him as a rebel.  Ariel scored high 
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Table 10

Footloose Characters and Occupations

Footloose stage 
adaptation by Walter 
Bobbie Music by Tom 
Snow Lyrics by Dean 
Pitchford 1998

Male Characters Occupations

Ren McCormack Teenage boy/Student

Reverend Shaw Moore Minister of Bomont/Father
Wes Warnicker Uncle/Husband/

Townsperson
Coach Roger Dunbar High school gym teacher

Chuck Cranston Teenage Rebel/boyfriend
Lyle Teenage rebel
Travis Teenage rebel
A Cop Policeman
Willard Hewitt Teenage boy/Student/ 

country boy
Principal Harry Clark High school principal
Jeter Teenage boy
Bickle Teenage boy
Garvin Teenage boy
Cowboy Bob Cowboy

Female Characters Occupations

Ethel McCormack Single Mother
Vi Moore Minister Wife
Ariel Moore Teenage girl/minister's 

daughter
Lulu Warnicker Aunt/Wife/Sister
Eleanor Dunbar Wife
Rusty Teenage girl/student
Urleen Teenage girl/student
Wendy Jo Teenage girl/student
Betty Blast Owner of Burger Blast
Irene Band Singer

Ensemble Occupation
Irene's band members
Townspeople/Students
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Table 11

Footloose Behavioral and Emotional Traits

Behaviors and Emotions Ren Ariel

Directive/Active 14 7
Curiosity 11 5
Excitement/Anticipation 8 8
Verbal Affection 7 5
Surprise 7
Anger 6 3
Creative 6 1
Anxiety/Fear 5 6
Competence 4 2
Sadness 4 5
Joy 3 4
Submissive/Passive 3 4
Persistent 3 1
Rescues 3 2
Verbal Aggression 2 2
Nurturant 2 4
Competitive 2
Independence 1 2
Dependence/Affiliation 1 2
Cooperative 1
Imitative 1
Physical Aggression
Physical Affection
Hatred 1
Fantasy 2
Explorative
Emotional
Is Rescued Physically
Is Rescued Emotionally
Total 94 66
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under excitement/anticipation.  Both Ren and Ariel received an eight for this behavior.  

Ren was excited when Ariel flirted with him: “She usually doesn’t even remember me” 

 (I.6.37).  When Ariel, Ren, Rusty, and Willard left Bomont to find a place to dance she 

agreed with her friends as she referred to dancing, “and this much fun” (II.1.60).   

Although Footloose was not set in 1998, it provided adolescent actors the most common 

characters to portray of the four scripts in this study.  The results of the behavioral traits 

indicated that males are capable of enjoying a range of behaviors and are not stereotyped 

as emotionless characters.  Ren exhibited numerous behaviors including nurturance, 

“You okay?  You seem jumpy?” (II.1.63); sadness, “Then who am I kidding?  This whole 

thing has gotten way out of hand.  Maybe I ought to forget it” (II.3.72); verbal affection, 

“Oh, no…You’re in my mind, twenty-four hours a day” (II.4.80); and directive/active 

“Dancing is not a crime” (II.5.84).

Summary of Reading One

All four scripts analyzed during the first reading contained large casts and 

adolescent main characters that experienced similar behavioral changes, except for 

Footloose’s Ren.  He far exceeded his counterpart Ariel in the number of behavioral 

changes.  The behavioral changes indicated that the main characters were not one-

dimensional, and thus they were placed into the “Wowing character” category, a category 

that teachers felt represented an important aspect of a quality script.  The question of 

occupation whether a character’s occupation, specifically that of a female, plays a role 

when classifying a character as a “Wowing character” requires further examination.  
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When the only occupation next to the female character is the role portrayed in a family, 

although this is an important job, an obvious difference between male and female 

characters exists.

Second Reading

The objective of the second reading was to determine perceived themes or issues.  

I used a pen (a different color from the first reading) to underline certain passages and 

wrote next to the passage a word that coded the theme or issue.  At the conclusion of the 

final script I categorized the themes and issues into a table (see Table 12).

The first category that was common throughout all four scripts was “Adolescent 

Love”.  Within this category, there were issues that dealt with frustration, jealously, 

sensitivity, flirtatious behavior, and physical attraction.  “The Parent/Child Relationship” 

was also a common category.  “Image” dealt with physical descriptions and others’ 

perceptions.  I discovered myself indicating specific gender roles, such as how one is 

described and/or one’s occupation.  Female relationships and male relationships were 

common in most of the scripts.  The future and coming of age were common categories 

in each script.  Since the main characters were adolescents, the future was a primary 

concern, and these characters matured in the journey towards adulthood.  For three of the 

scripts, the future included marriage.  Defying power was common in all the scripts but 

Our Town.  Footloose, Once Upon a Mattress , and A Midsummer Night’s Dream all 

included one powerful main character and a powerless character that took a risk and 
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Table 12

Second Reading Categories

Theme Our Town A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream

Once Upon a 
Mattress

Footloose

The Future *Coming of 
Age, Marriage, 
College
* Future options
Marriage, 
College
*Celebration

*Coming of Age
Marriage
*Future options
Die, Marry, Run 
away
*Celebration

*Coming of 
Age Needs a 
Man, Wedding 
*Future options
Marriage, run 
away
*Celebration

*Coming of Age 
Share my dreams 
with you
*Future options
College, Teaching, 
Travel, Run away
*Depends on how 
you act
*Celebration

Adolescent 
Love

*Couple *Two couples
*Forbidden 
Love
*Sharing secrets
*Heartbroken

*Two couples
*Forbidden 
Love
*Supportive

*Adolescent 
couples
*Forbidden love
*Sharing Secrets
*Guys ask girls 
out
*Supportive

Power *Relationships  
Parent/Child, 
female/female, 
couple –
wife/husband, 
male/male
*Status – age, 
ordinary people
*Gender roles
*Family roles

*Relationships  
Parent/Child, 
female/female, 
couple 
wife/husband
*Status – royal, 
non-royal, 
servants, 
mechanics, law 
makers
*Defy 
power/law
*Duke, King 
Oberon are the 
power
*Gender roles
*Family roles

*Relationships 
Parent/Child, 
couple –
King/Queen, 
Male/male
*Status – royal, 
servants, unwed 
and pregnant, 
law makers
 *Defy 
power/law
*Queen is the 
power
*Gender roles
*Family roles

*Relationships 
Parent/Child, 
female/female, 
couple -
wife/husband, 
adult male/female 
(men order 
women), 
adolescent 
male/female, 
male/male
*Status – age, 
lawmakers (head 
strong)
*Defy power –
fight for what’s 
right
*Reverend Shaw 
is the power
*Gender roles
*Family roles
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Table 12 (continued)

Theme Our Town A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream

Once Upon a 
Mattress

Footloose

Image *Physical –
adolescent 
concern

*Physical –
concern with 
physical beauty

*Physical –
pretty, beautiful
*Personality –
nice, energetic
*Society’s 
views – show 
you’re a lady

*Physical – cute, 
handsome
*Personality – good 
girl, bad girl, rebel
*Society’s view–
watch your Ps & Qs
*Self-esteem – not a 
strong single Mom

Setting *Town *Kingdom/Wood *Kingdom Town setting
Time Time span = 

long time
Time span = short Time span = 

weeks
Time span = 
months

Death Death Death = worse 
way to lose love

Death = Scared. 

War War
Age=Youth High school High school
Life 
philosophy

*Hard work 
= good 
future
*Appreciate 
life

Love conquers all Love conquers

Parental 
concerns

Parents 
worry

Parents worry

Life 
Troubles

Life Trouble Life trouble – Self 
sensory – Learn to 
be quiet

Magic Fantasy Fantasy
Deceiving Deceitful/

Disguise
Fate Messing with 

Fate/Love
Messing with 
Fate

Issues Drinking, sex 
talk, pregnant

Language, drinking, 
sex innuendos

Secrets Secrets - Father 
leaving, accident, 
poetry wall

Note.  The first four themes were the prominent themes examined during the final 

reading.
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defied the law for others’ happiness.  There were only two scripts that highlighted the 

issues of drinking, sex, and inappropriate language.  In Once Upon a Mattress drinking 

and sex were apparent.  Dauntless sang about Fred’s ability to drink like a Lord (I.9.41), 

King Sextimus attempted to have the birds and the bees talk with Dauntless (II.3.54-55), 

and Lady Larken briefly discussed with Sir Harry about their unborn child (I.1.7).  

Footloose also dealt with drinking and sex as well as inappropriate language.  The 

language used could be heard on network television:  “That’s one bitchen’ story! (I.2.9); 

“Oh, God. I’m late. Chuck’s gonna lose it” (I.6.41); and “Ariel, what the hell’s going 

on?” (I.6.41).  More examples include: “Could I please kick his ass?” (I.6.44); “Just a 

church goin’ gal with some bad-ass cowboy boots” (I.7.45); “This whole damn town is so 

wound up” (I.9.54); “No shit! Well, darling, no wonder you’re so eager to do some tail-

shaking” (II.1.61).  Examples of messing around with each other and innuendos about sex 

were found in the script.  “Oh, preacher’s daughter saying ‘no’ just makes me hot.  Say it 

again, baby” (I.6.42), “you don’t have to do it on the first date.  Even in Chicago some 

people don’t do it on the first date” (II.1.64).  Willard told Ren he could not do “it,” it 

meaning dancing, but through Ren’s dialogue I concluded that Ren was talking about 

sexual activities.  

The issue of drinking in Footloose was allegedly the cause of the Potawney 

Bridge Accident that was the origin of the no dancing law (I.4.22).  A dancing bar served 

as a setting where four teenagers Rusty, Willard, Ren, and Ariel gathered and witnessed 

Willard’s decision to drink.  “I think I’m gonna get me a beer” (II.1.62).  Since the 

teenagers still remembered the small town crisis, Rusty refrained from drinking as she 
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opted to drive.  This decision indicated that drinking at 18 was legal, but the teenagers 

contemplated safety issues when making decisions.  Teachers marked appropriateness of 

themes for school and the community as being an important consideration; thus, the 

teachers considered these issues when selecting one of these scripts.

During my second reading I examined the classifications and coded them into 

four categories: Power, Adolescent Love, Image, The Future/Coming of Age.  These 

categories are considered universal themes and have stood the test of time.  I directed my 

attention on these themes and their connection to today’s adolescents.  These categories 

focused my reading lens as I began to read the scripts for a third time.

Final Reading

The purpose of the final reading focused on the four prominent themes from the 

second reading.  The four themes were categorized and coded using quotations from the 

four scripts that captured the essence of each selected theme.  I arranged the order of the 

themes according to their relationship to each other.  During the third reading, I narrowed 

my analysis to four specific themes and recorded details from each script.  Each script 

included adolescent main characters, the first obvious similarity.  The theme of Future 

existed throughout the scripts.  Every human continually considered the future, and each 

one of these plays presented its characters with decisions that influenced the next chapter 

of their lives.  The first theme I discussed was The Future -“I want some happily ever 

after.”  The main characters of each script sought a happier life and strove to alter their 

futures.  Many characters believed that the future was filled with great possibilities.  
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Adolescent Love – “Course of true love did never run smooth” existed as a prominent 

theme in every script.  Each young couple experienced a variety of emotions with each 

other.  Power – “He is the power.  He is the law” represented the third theme.  Various 

relationships illustrated the influence that power exhibits in a relationship.  Lastly, I 

looked at the theme Image – “I’m as Pretty as Her.”  Image dealt with the physical and 

personality of characters.  Image was a powerful theme, as it shaped characters’ 

reputations throughout the scripts.

1. THE FUTURE  - “I want some happily ever after” (Once Upon a Mattress).  

Three of the four scripts considered marriage as a component of the future for its 

adolescent characters. A Midsummer Night’s Dream involved three couples with 

marriage in sight, Once Upon a Mattress concluded with town citizens marrying their 

loved ones, and Our Town revolved around one couple’s journey through marriage and 

beyond.  Although Footloose did not involve a marriage, the future theme existed.  Many 

characters endured and overcame obstacles as they strived to achieve their goals.  

Some of the characters concluded that a prosperous future was only possible if 

one leaves home.  In Our Town, George decided that going away for college was not in 

his future’s best interest.  He told Emily, “Finding someone is just as important as 

college” (II, p. 47).  George and Emily remained in Grover’s Corner (90% graduate from 

high school and settle right here even after college” I, p. 16).  Although they decided to 

stay, there remained the underlying theme that there was a chance that leaving town 

provided a better future.  Footloose openly advocated that leaving home to start a new 

life resulted in a better future.  Ren and his mother both sang “Maybe we should just 
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forget everything” (I.1.7).  The beginning of the script reinforced the message that the 

future is better in a new place.  Ren discovered that he was not suited for small town life, 

and his friend Ariel viewed leaving Bomont as a ticket to escape rules and grow as an 

adult, making mistakes and learning about life in the process.  Ariel dreamed of going to 

college and traveling the world.  In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hermia and Lysander 

lived within constraints of the law that forbid their desire for marriage.  In order for their 

future to include a life together, Lysander convinced Hermia to flee with him from their 

home.  “If thou lovest me then,/Steal forth thy father’s house tomorrow night,” (I.1.163-

164).  Athenian law forbid Hermia’s desire for her future.  Both Ariel and Hermia 

believed that their parents’ rules and the governments’ laws suppressed opportunities for 

their futures.  Finally, in Once Upon a Mattress Princess Winnifred left home with Sir 

Harry for a better future because she sought “happily ever after to happen to her” 

(II.2.52).  She recalled other princesses’ stories of how their lives became happily ever 

after once they married a prince (“When the fairy tale ends the heroine is always a 

bride”); thus leaving home in hopes of fulfilling the opening for a Princess (I.3.13) was a 

logical step for a happy future.  Lady Larken in Once Upon A Mattress shared similar 

beliefs with Ariel and Hermia.  She decided after an argument with her lover, also the 

father of her unborn child, that running away from the kingdom provided a brighter 

future for her: “I have no choice” (I.6.35).  Lady Larken lived under the pressure of a law 

that forbid her to marry her love Sir Harry.  Residing far from the kingdom meant a 

happier future. Leaving home was one option that many of the characters of the four 

scripts considered.  Leaving the familiar, although scary, provided a clean slate, a new 
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chance at life, and a solution to solving major problems.  Most of these characters 

discovered throughout the scripts that there were alternative solutions that provided better 

futures.

“Yes . . . People are meant to go through life two by two” (Our Town, p. 34).  

Finding your true love was a crucial sub-theme of future observed in all four scripts.  

Three of the scripts emphasized that marriage was an appropriate choice for one’s future; 

and thus, the scripts concluded with celebrations.  Footloose celebrated with a dance, and 

Ren and Ariel admitted their true love for each other and committed to spend the rest of 

their lives together: “I’ll share them all with you cuz now we hold the future in our 

hands” (11.4.81).  However, discussion of marriage was not in the script.  George and 

Emily in Our Town both married at the conclusion of their high school careers, as that 

choice represented what 90% of the people in their town selected.  Marriage in Our Town

illustrated the second thoughts of couples as they walk down the aisle to wed.  Emily 

stated, “But Papa – I don’t want to get married” (II, p. 47) and George exclaimed, “I 

don’t want to grow old” (II, p. 47).  Both realized that marriage represented the onset of 

adulthood and the departure of childhood.   As George’s mother told him, “You’re a man 

now” (II, p. 47).  

A Midsummer Night’s Dream also illustrated two young couples determined to 

begin their future with their lovers and an older couple, Theseus and Hippolyta, who 

waited for their wedding day to commence their future together.  The four young lovers, 

Demetrius, Helena, Lysander, and Hermia, overcame confusion and frustrations with the 

assistance of a love potion from Oberon the Fairy King.  Marriage appeared as the only 
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option for the young lovers’ futures.  Duke Theseus defied his own law and proclaimed, 

“For in the temple, by and by with us, These couples shall eternally be knit” (IV.1.179-

180).  The celebration of marriage signified that “The man shall have his mare again and 

all shall be well” (IV.1.463) and Oberon the Fairy King concluded, “So shall all the 

couples three/ever true in loving be” (V.1.399-400).  In Once Upon a Mattress Winnifred 

clearly stated that she was “goin fishin for a mate” (I.3.14).  Her future depended on 

getting married, “For I’ll never know happily ever after til after I’m a bride” (II.2.52).  

Winnifred was a strong-willed female and her option for a happy future included 

marriage, a purpose in life.  Winnifred was not the only character in Once Upon a 

Mattress who desired marriage.  The entire town waited for years for the opportunity to 

wed their loved ones.  The Queen suspended all future marriages because of the Marriage 

Law “Throughout the land no one may wed till Dauntless shares his marriage bed” 

(I.1.2).  When the day arrived that Prince Dauntless was to wed joyous cries filled the 

town, “Now we can get married!” (II.9.66).  The marriage appeared instrumental to a 

fulfilled future. 

The sub-theme of Future, “I want some happily ever after,” prevailed in all four 

scripts.  The issues of leaving home and finding one’s love with whom to share life 

suggested a better future for the characters.  Both of these issues relate to adolescents 

today.  Upon completion of high school eighteen-year-olds face questions regarding their 

futures.  Will you go to college? Live at home? Work? Marry?  Society has evolved in 

the past few years with the idea that marriage is not the main goal of everyone; however, 

the objective of finding someone with whom to share your life still remains.  Adolescents 
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experience the trials and tribulations of young love during their high school years.  The 

underlying theme that finding one’s love provides happiness may increase the pressure 

for adolescents to find “true love”.  Other messages must exist to reinforce the idea that 

happiness can be achieved through several actions.  True love is not the only key for a 

brighter future.  Running away from problems also arose as a sub-theme of future, and 

this theme prevails in adolescents’ lives.  For many adolescents life’s challenges are 

overwhelming and running away and beginning with a clean slate seems the only viable 

solution.  Every adolescent begins a new chapter when they leave high school, but 

running away does not always solve problems.  This theme existed in Footloose and 

Once Upon a Mattress.  Ariel and Lady Larken both believed if they could run from their 

problems that life would improve, but both discovered that facing problems is the only 

way to truly solve them.  “The Future – I want some happily ever after” was one 

prominent theme, and the adolescent relationships revolving around love influenced the 

future of these characters.  

2. ADOLESCENT LOVE – “Course of true love did never run smooth” (A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream).   Adolescent love surfaced as a commonality among the 

four scripts.  Love caused drama, happiness, confusion, frustration, and romance in all 

four scripts.  There were the flirtatious moments, complimentary moments, and moments 

that depicted the reality of spending the rest of one’s life with another woven in all four 

scripts.  Theseus summarized the issue of love concisely: “Lovers and madmen have such 

seething brains (V.1.4) and “Here come the lovers, full of joy and mirth” (V.1.28). Every 
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couple reciprocated similar feelings for one another, and as a result became a couple.  A 

magical love potion assisted the union of Demetrius and Helena.

Prince Dauntless openly proclaimed his feelings to Winnifred shortly after they 

meet for the first time.  “I like you,” (I.3.16) Prince Dauntless exclaimed to Winnifred 

who questioned his sudden feelings towards her.  Shortly, both Winnifred and Dauntless 

complimented each other with similar remarks. 

DAUNTLESS.  You’re awfully nice.  

WINNIFRED.  You’re nicer.  

DAUNTLESS.  And you’re good-looking, too.  

WINNIFRED.  You’re better looking.  And nicer too. (I.3.18-19)  

This young romance quickly blossomed as Winnifred promised to pass the Queen’s test 

in order to marry Dauntless.  Since the couple shared an honest relationship from the 

beginning their affection towards one another blossomed, as they attempted to overcome 

the obstacle that prevented their marriage.  Although Winnifred had to complete the test 

alone, Dauntless offered his verbal support and his assistance as she studied: “I know 

you’ll pass; you don’t have to worry” (I.8.40).  Young love remained destined to 

overcome the odds of the Queen who truly did not want her son to marry.  Winnifred and 

Dauntless portrayed the ideal love situation.  Both exhibited unending love that endured 

throughout the script.

George and Emily experienced honest joy when they discovered each other’s 

feelings.  Their love spanned from childhood to adolescence.  There was a glimpse that 

fondness existed between them.  George clumsily complimented Emily while asking for 
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homework help: “You’re just naturally bright” (I, p. 19).  Shortly after they said their 

goodbyes, Emily asked her Mother if her looks incited the interest of others (I, p. 20).  

Both Emily and George experienced feelings for each other, but it was not until later that 

they admitted them.  After an argument that entailed Emily telling George she was not 

pleased with his character, communication between the two expanded and George told 

her “I. . .I’m glad you said it, Emily.  I never thought that such a thing was happening to 

me” (II, p.40).  With that revelation communication between them increased in the 

unspoken word.  

GEORGE. Emily, if I do improve and make a big change. ..  would you be . . .I 

mean: could you be. . .”  

EMILY.  I . . . I am now; I always have been”  

GEORGE.  So I guess this is an important talk we’ve been having.  Yes. . . .yes.” 

(p. 44)  

George and Emily’s feelings emulated young lovers who discover each other.  Neither 

George nor Emily felt the rejection of one another.  

Footloose’s main adolescent couple, Ren and Ariel, also experienced a moment of 

clarity when Ariel admitted, “I’ve never felt like anyone’s ever stopped to really look at 

me.” “Oh, no. . . You’re in my mind twenty-four hours a day.” (II.4.80).  Similar to 

George and Emily, Ren and Ariel flirted with each other and cautiously admitted their 

true feelings.  Finally, Ariel confessed in the song “Almost Paradise” “I thought that 

perfect love was hard to find/I’d almost given up/you must’ve read my mind” (II.4.81).  It 

took the entire musical for them to admit their feelings for one another.  Ariel asked 
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directly “Do you want to kiss me,” and Ren replied, “Someday” (I.8.47).  Both played the 

love game attempting to deduce the other person’s feelings.  Ren asked his friend Willard 

about Ariel, and Ariel and her friends discussed in detail Ren’s cuteness.  The two 

discovered their genuine love for one another and how it provided a foundation for their 

future dreams (II.4.81).

The two young couples in A Midsummer Night’s Dream discovered that sharing 

one’s true feelings did not always culminate in true love.  Helena and Hermia both 

received love, affection, and rejection from two men due in part to the love potion that 

Puck and Oberon employed.  Although their loved was forbidden Hermia and Lysander 

failed to hide their feelings and publicly professed their love for another.  Hermia told 

Lysander, “Thy love ne’er alter till thy sweet life end” and Lysander agreed “Amen, 

amen, to that fair prayer say I, And then end life when I end loyalty.” (II.2.61-64).  Their 

love for one another remained strong.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream did not follow suit 

by allowing lovers to immediately begin a new life together.  Obstacles arose for the 

young characters.  Demetrius remained aware of Hermia’s true feelings for Lysander, yet 

he still addressed her as sweet Hermia and reminded the two lovers that it was his right to 

marry Hermia.  Helena, a young lady in love with Demetrius, pursued him although 

Demetrius verbally abused her and repeatedly told her, “I love thee not; therefore pursue 

me not” (II.1.188).  Helena’s feelings lingered and she continued to profess her love. 

HELENA. And even for that do I love you the more./I am your spaniel, and 

Demetrius,/The more you beat me, I will fawn you./Use me but as your 
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spaniel – spurn me, strike me,/Neglect me, lose me; only give me 

leave,/Unworthy as I am, to follow you. (II.1.222-707)  

True love in this story did not appear to follow the theme prevalent in the other scripts 

until the end when the magic potion was removed from Lysander’s eyes but kept on 

Demetrius’ eyes.  There existed moments of jealousy and frustration from Hermia when 

both Lysander and Demetrius pursued Helena.  “O me! You juggler, you canker 

blossom,/You thief of love! What, have you come by night/And stol’n my love’s heart 

from him?” (III.2.282-284).  Helena was frustrated with Hermia and believed that Hermia 

was part of a cruel joke to mock Helena’s fruitless attempts to obtain Demetrius’ love.  

The added element of magic increased the drama between the young lovers and reflected 

more clearly adolescent love in today’s world.  There is rejection in the real world, and 

often several people like the same person.  Lysander’s statement, “The course of true love 

never did run smooth” (I.1.134) relates to the love experiences many adolescents 

encounter today.

Complications existed between the young lovers in the scripts, but at the 

conclusion of each play the lovers were paired with their true loves.  True love reigned as 

one of the underlying messages established in each script.  The rules of true love 

dominated when feelings were shared, and people instantly knew they were meant for 

one another.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream challenged this idea because of the inclusion 

of magic.  These young couples were not alone in the world.  Their relatives, neighbors, 

and friends influenced their decisions and supported them in good times and bad.  
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3.  POWER - “He is the power.  He is the law” (Footloose).  The Power theme 

existed in all four scripts depicting the power struggle inherent in various relationships.  

There were parent/child relationships and ruler/follower relationships throughout the 

scripts.  Gender, age, occupation, and wealth influenced the amount of power one 

possessed in each relationship.  Each relationship differed: some improved lives, some 

hindered lives, and some provided stability for the characters.

The parent/child relationship served as a cornerstone for each adolescent 

character.  Some adolescents sought advice and others tried to free themselves from their 

parents’ power.  Our Town exemplified parent/child relationships built on trust and 

respect for the parents’ given right of power in the relationship.  Dr. Gibbs and George 

Gibbs demonstrated the power between father and son during a conversation about the 

future.  Dr. Gibbs cleverly reminded George of his responsibilities around the house, and 

George listened and graciously accepted his father’s advice (I, p. 24).  Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs 

admitted the troubles of parenthood: “I tell you Julia, there’s nothing so terrifying in the 

world as a son.  The relation of father and son is the darndest, awkwardest— “Well, 

mother and daughter’s no picnic, let me tell you” (II, p. 34).  The parents indicated that 

the parent/child relationship was difficult, but both administered advice to the children 

even after the children reached adulthood.  In the graveyard Mrs. Gibbs continued to 

share advice with Emily, her daughter-in-law: “All I can say is, Emily don’t” (III, p. 57).  

Again, advice was given but the child determined whether to follow it.  There were 

instances when the child was in the powerless position of the relationship and had no 

choice but to follow the parents’ suggestions:  “Children! Now I won’t have it.  Breakfast 
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is just as good as any other meal and I won’t have you gobbling like wolves. . . You 

know the rule’s well as I do—no books at the table” (I, p. 11).  Mrs. Webb made her 

point and her son Wally attempted to test her, but Mrs. Webb wielded the power, and in 

turn Wally listened to her advice.  Our Town provided the adolescents respectful role 

models who did not push boundaries when given choices in life.

In A Midsummer Night’s Dream Egeus, Hermia’s father, exhibited frustration 

with his daughter’s stubbornness and disobedient behavior.  “Turned her obedience 

(which is due to me)/To stubborn harshness . . . I beg the ancient privilege of Athens:/As

she is mine, I may dispose of her,” (I.1.37-38 and 41-42).  Clearly Egeus’ power 

stemmed from the fact that he was Hermia’s father and was supported by the law.  The 

law did not provide Hermia with any power, and she was forced to follow her father’s 

will.  Hermia’s relationship was not resolved until the Duke overrode his own decision: 

“Egeus, I will overbear your will” (IV.1.178).  The Duke’s decision mended Egeus and 

Hermia’s father/daughter relationship.  

In Once Upon a Mattress it was the ruler/mother who greatly encumbered her 

son’s life.  Queen Aggravain, mother to Prince Dauntless, controlled not only who would 

marry her son but also his daily routines around the kingdom.  “Now, don’t dilly-dally, 

Dauntless.  It’s nearly time for you cocoa” (I.1.3).  Although Dauntless was apparently 

old enough to marry a princess, his mother had issues with the idea of relinquishing her 

role as Dauntless’ caretaker.  In an attempt to break free from his mother’s power, 

Dauntless questioned his mother’s actions: “But Mama, sometimes I get the funniest 

feeling that you don’t want me to get married” (1.2.9).  Failing to connect with his 
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mother, Dauntless remained in an unhealthy relationship under her control.  Unlike 

Hermia, Dauntless had a relationship with both of his parents.  His father King Sextimus 

attempted to communicate with Dauntless using an honest approach.  The father/son 

relationship reflected affection built on love and respect; thus, there was not a power 

struggle between them.  King Sextimus supported his son and in an attempt to bestow 

some fatherly advice attempted to explain the details of life to him.  At the conclusion, 

Dauntless not only thanked his father, but also told him he loved him (II.3.55).  

Dauntless’ relationship with his mother placed such a strain on his life that he finally 

overcame being the helpless son when he shouted “I told you to SHUT UP!!” (II.9.67).  

Dauntless changed the power in their mother/son relationship by leaving the young son 

role and metamorphosing into a young man ready to determine his own decisions.  

Ariel’s relationship with her father mirrored Dauntless and the Queen’s relationship, as 

her father similarly tried to hinder her life.  Ariel’s relationship with her mom and Ren’s 

relationship with his mom paralleled Dauntless and his father’s relationship, as both 

mothers kept their thoughts to themselves.

“Daddy you make me feel like a prisoner” (I.8.51).  Initially, Ariel’s relationship 

with her father Reverend Shaw appeared similar to Dauntless and Queen Aggravain’s 

unhealthy relationship.  Ariel believed the only way to convince her father to notice her 

was by causing trouble or leaving.  Her father, struggling to remain the dominant figure 

in their relationship, questioned his actions with his daughter’s best interests at heart:  

“What if I fail her?  What if I let her go? (I.8.51).  This father/daughter relationship 

appeared believable and relates to today’s adolescents.  Parents and children are 
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constantly arguing and testing boundaries with each other.  Throughout the script, 

Reverend Shaw and Ariel tested each other to the limit, waiting for one to weaken.  Ariel 

realized that her father, rather than her mother, stood as the dominant figure in their 

household, as her mother’s voice had no influence: “You don’t listen to me any more 

than you listen to her!” (II.2.70).  Ariel told her father that she understood he was in 

charge but refused to remain silent and let him ruin her life.  Ariel caused her father to 

reevaluate his priorities and philosophy, leading him to the realization that he had always 

attempted to lead with love (II.6.95), but that he had forgotten this fact as he and Ariel 

began to have differences.  

The mother/child relationship in Footloose also faced difficulties because of the 

silent mother figure.  Vi, Ariel’s mother, and Ethel, Ren’s mother, both shared the same 

role of the silent mother.  “Swallowing my word staring at the floor counting little cracks 

in the tile struggling to smile without choking learning to be silent” (I.5.33).  Vi was 

addressed by her husband, “Please, Vi!” and Ethel was often silenced by her brother-in-

law, “Hush, Ethel!”  (I.5.33).  Both women were concerned mothers who remained silent 

when it came to issues dealing with their children.  When Ren was fired from his first job 

in Bomont, Ethel wanted to hear his story, but when a confrontation arose between Ren 

and his Uncle Wes, his uncle slapped him and then hushed Ethel when she tried to 

discuss Wes’ actions.  As a result, Ren and Ethel’s relationship suffered because Ethel 

lacked power to support her son.  Vi and Ethel both adored their children, but the children 

realized that although their mothers cared, caring did not overcome a silent mother.  Ren 
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and Ariel both realized that remaining silent was not healthy, and as a result both gained 

power by standing up for their beliefs.

Many of the parent/child relationships represented in the scripts represent the 

relationships of today’s adolescents.  Parents often fail to give their children freedom, and 

the children outwardly protest.  Parents continually face challenges of conversing and 

establishing boundaries for their children.  Adolescents look to parents as role models and 

choose to emulate or reject what they see.

The relationship between a child and a parent raises the question of power, and 

throughout the four scripts the theme of power served as a status decider.  There were a 

few characters that possessed a significant amount of power and used it to control others, 

while the powerless took a stance and defied the powerful.

Ren realized that Reverend Shaw had too much power over the citizens of 

Bomont.  It was understood by the townspeople that Shaw represented power and the law 

(I.4.23).  Footloose portrayed male adults as powerful citizens who follow rules, and 

women were viewed as possessing less power.  Adolescents were perceived by the adults 

with limited power: “Ren you are too young to understand what dangers exist in the 

world” (II.6.92).  Ren decided to rebel and voice his opinion.  He stated the obvious 

about the no dancing law: “dancing is not a crime” (II.5.84).  Ren represented the rebel 

adolescent, fighting for what he believed was just, but he lacked the support or power to 

change the law.  Only Reverend Shaw possessed the power to influence the entire town to 

change their mindset about the no dancing law.  Reverend Shaw utilized his power to 

change the law, and Ren’s friends realized Ren’s actions influenced Reverend Shaw’s 
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decision.  Reverend Shaw signified the power of Bomont, but the idea that even the most 

powerful are vulnerable and can be reached in the right circumstances prevailed in the 

script.

Queen Aggravain possessed power that was similar to Reverend Shaw’s.  As 

Queen, she automatically possessed power and demonstrated it by controlling everyone 

in the kingdom with her laws.  The Queen never intended to lead with love.  Lady Merrill 

claimed, “It’s the law that isn’t fair” (I.1.2) referring to the marriage law.  Unlike Ren, no 

one tried to overthrow the Queen and her law.  The servants the Minstrel and Jester 

attempted to cheat in order to banish the marriage law by discussing the test with the 

Wizard.  The attempt failed.  The Queen demonstrated her power with constant orders: 

“Everybody listen.  There’s to be an official Ball tonight and everyone is to attend” 

(I.6.32). “Quiet the queen insists on quiet” (p. 43).  Winnifred, powerful in her mind, 

defied the Queen’s orders when she asked Lady Larken to sit down, rest and discuss her 

problems (II.2.49-50).  Prince Dauntless witnessed Winifred’s defiance of his mother’s 

power and in the end followed Winnifred’s behavior when he ordered his mother to 

“SHUT UP” (II.9.67) breaking the curse: “King Sextimus will never talk/Until the mouse 

devours the hawk” (I.5.26).  The Queen’s power diminished against her will, and the 

kingdom rejoiced.  The Prince and the King, already wealthy characters, increased their 

powers, but the servants’ powers remained the same.  The power perceptions of the 

wealthy and the poor remained an underlying theme throughout Once Upon a Mattress.  

A Midsummer Night’s Dream also included this theme.  There existed a greater 

sense of the inferior power in A Midsummer Night’s Dream.  “With duty and desire we 
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follow you” (I.1.127).  Everyone followed the Duke, whether a wealthy citizen or a 

servant.  Queen Tatiana and King Oberon both engaged servants that reinforced the 

Royal Fairies’ power, “And I serve the fairy Queen” (II.1.9).  Lysander and Demetrius 

were also more powerful than Hermia and Helena as they continued to make decisions 

that influenced the women.  Although the women professed their love for specific men, 

the men decided whom they wanted to marry.  Power clearly defined one’s status in 

society.  Life was wonderful or horrible depending on one’s status.

Our Town had one character that controlled the action onstage, the Stage 

Manager.  The Stage Manager narrated the story but also controlled the power to stop 

characters: “That’ll do.  We’ll have to interrupt again here” (I, p. 21).  I did not realize the 

amount of power that the Stage Manager possessed until I specifically recorded the 

examples of power.  The Stage Manager determined the direction of Grover’s Corner’s 

story.  The townspeople shared their stories in turn, but the Stage Manager assisted in 

each story or stopped it when enough had been shared.  Adolescents deal with “stage 

managers” throughout life.  Adults are constantly controlling adolescents’ lives.  

Teachers expect their students to listen to them and speak only at appropriate times, 

parents enroll their children in activities in order to keep them busy, and strangers do not 

hesitate to offer adolescents advice about life.  

Power is perceived in several behaviors and everyone experiences several types of 

power.  There is power of the government, power among families, power among friends, 

and power found in schools.  The image of someone influences the amount of power a 

person has in certain situations.  Image is important: adolescents devote time and energy 
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to their physical appearance, as it affects their image.  Image is determined not only by 

physical appearance, but also by attitude and one’s approach to life.  Adolescents’ power 

or lack of and image influence their lives.  

4.  IMAGE  – “I’m as Pretty as Her” (A Midsummer Night’s Dream).  “Mama, 

am I good looking?” (I, p. 20).  Image was the last major theme that I examined during 

my analysis of the four plays.  Emily, a grounded girl, described by herself and others as 

the brightest girl in school, asked the same question that adolescents frequently ask 

themselves and others.  During my first reading I noted that every script included female 

characters’ physical descriptions and the female adolescents’ concerns about physical 

appearance.  During the third reading I became more aware of the image pertaining to 

both female and male characters.

Shakespeare used vivid language to portray the image of both Hermia and Helena.  

Helena’s unhappiness due to Demetrius’ affection for Hermia described why Demetrius 

admired Hermia: “Demetrius loves your fair.  O happy fair!  Your eyes are lodestars, and 

your tongue’s sweet air” (I.1.182-184).  Helena requested that Hermia teach her how to 

resemble her looks and actions.  Demetrius wanted Hermia, and Helena assumed if she 

could change her image she could capture the man of her dreams.

Changing one’s image is a clear message for the adolescent actor in A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream.  Image, one’s identity, is also an issue that adolescents confront 

everyday.  Compliments provide positive feedback, but there are also days when 

adolescents encounter hurtful comments about their image.  “Away, you Ethiope!” 

(III.2.257).  Lysander insulted Hermia’s dark coloring, an aspect of her identity that never 
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changed.  The insults continued between Hermia and Helena, as each one noted the 

others’ flaws and publicly mocked one another:  

HELENA.  O, when she is angry, she is keen and shrewd./She was a vixen when 

she went to school/And though she be but little, she is fierce.

HERMIA. “Little” again?  Nothing but “low” and “little?” (III.2.323-326)

The beginning of the script depicted a sweet, fair Hermia. The text continued to present 

clues about Hermia’s physical image as well as her personality.  Although a physical 

image of a person affects ones perception, descriptive behavioral traits lead to the true 

discovery of a person’s image.

Hermia and Helena both represented images of physical beauty.  Their male 

counterparts also received compliments, but those compliments failed to focus on 

physical appearance.  “Lysander riddles very prettily” (II.2.53) and “. . . sweet 

Demetrius” (II.2.84) both praised the men’s nature and talent.  The image of men and 

women differed in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, but both influenced each character’s 

perception of image.

Emily and George shared their ideas about their images of the opposite sex.  Both 

set high standards and did not include physical traits:

EMILY.  I always expect a man to be perfect and I think he should be.

GEORGE.  Oh . . . I don’t think it’s possible to be perfect Emily.

EMILY.  Well, my father is, and as far as I can see your father is.  There’s no  

reason on earth why you shouldn’t be too.
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GEORGE.  Well, I feel it’s the other way round.  That men aren’t naturally good; 

but girls are.

EMILY.  Well, you might as well know right now that I’m not perfect.  It’s not as 

easy for a girl to be perfect as a man, because we girls are more—more—

nervous. (II, p.40-41)

Both adolescents shared their unrealistic beliefs about the opposite sex, and Emily 

emphasized that the male should strive for perfection.  She supported her statement with 

the declaration that both George and her fathers were perfect men.  In today’s world few 

human beings represent perfection.  

“I thought you were the prettiest girl I’d ever seen, but the only trouble was that 

I’d never seen you before” (II, p. 34).  Dr. Gibbs recalled his first image of his wife on 

their wedding day.  One might conclude that he saw his wife in a new way and looked at 

her as though she was a stranger and focused on her physical traits.  Dr. Gibbs, however, 

worried about his wife’s character: “I was afraid we wouldn’t have material for 

conversation more’n’d last us a few weeks” (II, p. 34).

Once Upon a Mattress illustrated many uses of physical descriptions that depicted 

the image of Princess Winnifred and Lady Larkin.  Sir Harry and Prince Dauntless’ 

images also were influenced by physical and behavioral traits.  “Little Larken,” (I.2.12) 

and “She’s beautiful . . and a bundle of energy” (I.5.31) were descriptions of Lady 

Larken.  Prior to meeting Princess Winnifred the image that “a princess is a delicate 

thing.  Delicate and dainty as a dragonfly’s wing” influenced the Princess’ image.  “I’m 

sure she’s as delicate as an orange blossom!” exclaimed Lady Larken (I.3.19).  The 
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Queen agreed with the preconceived image of a princess, and after discovering that 

Princess Winnifred was not the most delicate princess, the Queen wasted no time in 

proclaiming her opinion of Princess’ Winnifred, “that wretched, moat-swimming 

Princess” (I.4.24).  

These two examples implied that a preconceived image does not reflect a person’s 

correct image.  Lady Larken’s descriptions as a lady-in-waiting and servant depicted her 

as a delicate princess-like figure, while Princess Winnifred’s image defied this 

stereotype.  Both female characters benefited from their individuality, straying from 

preconceived stereotypes.

Without analyzing the script, Prince Dauntless’ image appeared as a fearless, 

confident Prince, reflective of his name.  His princely image changed as the script 

revealed his true character.  He introduced himself as “Prince Dauntless the Drab” 

(I.3.16).  This introduction undoubtedly influenced the image of a dull Prince.  The image 

of Sir Harry differed from Prince Dauntless’ image.  Winnifred described Harry as “ . . . 

big, nice Harry” (p. II.2.50).  The Knight, a servant and soldier to the Queen, received a 

description that illustrated an image of a big loveable harmless man. 

Prince Dauntless and Sir Harry’s images exemplified the same message as Lady 

Larken and Princess Winnifred’s images.  Predetermined images of people are often 

inaccurate.  A prince may be dull, and a knight may be harmless.  Initially, this 

underlying message about image may elude adolescent actors since they are playing 

fantastical parts, but nevertheless, the message of judging a book by its cover continued 

throughout the script.
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Footloose’s  Image theme dealt with adolescents physically describing one 

another.  Adolescent girls quickly classified Ren as a cute and acceptable teenage boy.  In 

seeking adult acceptance, he realized the need to sensor and refine his actions.  His 

classification as an outsider who took too long to adapt to the norms of Bomont marked 

him as a rebel (I.6.38).  His coach told him “. . .when you’re not making trouble, it finds 

you anyway” (I.9.53).  His attempt to watch his P’s and Q’s failed to matter (I.4.19), as 

society refused to let him change his image.  Ren’s experience with image is common 

among adolescent students.  Students classified as good or troubled find it difficult to 

remove those labels.  Ren’s trials supported the message that society harshly judges 

people, and those images remain difficult to alter.

Ren summarized Ariel’s image concisely: “Minister’s kid, biker’s girlfriend” 

(II.7.45).  Ariel also received physical descriptions throughout the script.  “With her 

innocent looks and her little-town way when she’s smiling at me she’s got angels in her 

eyes” (I.3.13) was sung to her by her biker boyfriend Chuck.  Ren also complimented 

Ariel: “You’re beautiful” (II.6.99).  The image of Ariel was important, because unlike 

Ren she attempted to portray two identities.  Her image among adults as the minister’s 

daughter implied a good adolescent, but her actions among her peers reflected a rebel.

Ariel and Ren, both good-looking, faced the dilemma every adolescent 

encounters, identity formation.  One’s image determines one’s identity and adolescence 

represents a time for identity changes.  These two characters exhibited the closest 

tribulations that adolescent actors experience in life, determining what image defines a 

person’s identity.  The physical description impacted the image of Ren and Ariel and 
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revealed that beautiful people receive compliments about their looks.  Few descriptions 

existed of non-beautiful characters, indicating that only beautiful physical traits deserve 

recognition.

Summary of Readings

The analysis revealed four prominent themes: The Future, Adolescent love, 

Power, and Image.  These themes categorized messages for adolescent actors.  The 

responses constituted daily issues that adolescents face, but collectively none of the 

issues appeared serious, which reflected why these plays are often performed.

The data from the questionnaire indicated that teachers felt that the 

“appropriateness of themes” and the “appropriateness for a school community” was a 

Very Important consideration.  The results of my phase two data indicated that the 

themes of these plays revolved around common themes found in everyday life.  The cast 

size was not only a very important consideration, but also 43% of the teachers (out of the 

21 who completed the open-ended question (how do you define quality criteria?) listed 

“works for my group, large cast,” as the criteria for a quality script.  Each script’s cast 

included at least 21 characters, plus the option for added roles, such as townspeople and 

servants.  The characters’ behavioral traits indicated that the characters were interesting 

and thus fulfilled the criteria of “Wowing characters.”  The last top criteria “Provides 

challenge/opportunities for performers and technicians” elicited a response of 33%.   

Although the themes were not considered serious issues (drugs, war, suicide, etc), an 

analysis of them indicated that there remained important issues that existed in the scripts.  
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Footloose, Our Town, Once Upon a Mattress, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream

represented quality scripts according to the teachers’ responses.  The underlying 

messages in the scripts offered adolescents a vehicle to examine how power, love, image, 

and the future influenced their own lives.

The four prominent themes are not new issues for adolescents.  Adolescents have 

their daily problems that they face, and often it includes their image, finding a balance of 

power in many situations, worrying about who likes who, and what their future holds in 

store for them.  Although the scripts deal with these issues, there are numerous other 

specific issues that adolescents encounter, but they may be considered taboo or not age 

appropriate.  Perhaps teachers are pressured to place too much emphasis on the logistics 

of a script rather than examining the underlying themes.  It is evident that teachers do 

consider scripts’ themes; however, it is interesting to note that only four teachers 

considered today’s society and happenings in the world as a consideration when selecting 

a script for their students.

The age of the characters captured my attention during the study.  There were 

several characters that were much older, but the main characters were similar in age to 

adolescent actors.  One teacher did mention that selecting a script with characters to 

which her students could relate was a consideration.  It appears logical that adolescents 

portraying adolescent characters constitute a great combination.  There are scripts written 

specifically for adolescent actors, but the results of this study indicated that those scripts 

were not deemed the most popular.  I question the reasons for that decision: teachers do 

not have the time to read new scripts, they are unsure where to look for new scripts, 
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and/or students feel that they are sufficiently mature to portray adult roles and desire to 

perform in plays that they regard as “Goldie Oldies.”

The four popular scripts that I analyzed met the criteria and considerations of 

theatre teachers; however, the reality exists that plays written for adolescent actors are not 

the most popular selections according to my data.  The fact that 120 full-length 

plays/musicals were performed in the last three years at 23 high schools indicated that 

theatre programs in Southern Arizona are active.  How does each program influence and 

shape their adolescent students?  The data collected provides suggestions of how script 

selection influences adolescent theatre students.  
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CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Script selection is a defining choice for theatre teachers, as it reflects the character 

and direction of a high school theatre program.  The scripts influence the theatre 

classroom’s curriculum, therefore, impacting adolescent students.  Theatre teachers chose 

between “risk free” or “risky choice” scripts.  “Risk free” scripts are often set in the past, 

include large casts, and present themes and issues familiar to audiences.  The adolescent 

voice is not as apparent in these scripts; thus, I believe that teachers should incorporate 

“risky” choices when selecting scripts.  It is important that scripts do not only reinforce 

past social norms, thus assuring the diversity of messages to which adolescents are 

exposed in the theatre curriculum.

Future, Power, Adolescent Love, and Image, on the surface, appear as non-

threatening themes that are appropriate for the adolescent to explore.  The plays/musicals 

produced can fall on a continuum that encompasses these four universal themes.  Present-

day adolescents encounter these issues just as adolescents from the past did.  The 

continuum represents the different time periods that these plays are produced, and the 

issues that change for the adolescent actors involved in these productions; however, the 

universal themes are a constant presence and can relate to adolescents of all time periods. 

Play production in high schools provides students with an “opportunity to explore and 

expand their self-knowledge and knowledge of others” (Chapman, 2005, p. 17).  Theatre 

teachers’ power to select one script over another influences the curriculum for the high 

school, thus shaping what students will learn and assimilate.  The choices that schools 

make, consciously and unconsciously, shapes how adolescents view issues of right and 
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wrong and expresses a schools moral values.  “Such moral education ‘comes with the 

territory’: It is found in every aspect of school life, whether or not that fact is recognized 

by parents, teachers, students, or researchers” (Purpel & Ryan, 1976, as cited in Sockett, 

1992, p. 543).  Students repeatedly exposed to “Goldie Oldie” plays/musicals immerse 

themselves in the productions, consequently discovering themes and messages that were 

perhaps more prevalent to generations past.  What causes the continual cycle of the 

“Goldie Oldie” scripts, and how does this cycle impact adolescents involved in high 

school theatre?

RISK FREE? - “You’d be surprised, though on the whole, things don’t change much 

around here” (Our Town).  

None of the scripts I analyzed were set in present time, thus eliminating the 

closeness of present day issues that adolescent actors encounter.  Footloose does not fit 

into the “Goldie Oldie” category, as it was written recently but set in the past and based 

on a film.  (Our Town was also set in the past from when it was written.)  Plays set in the 

past are different as the playwright is influenced by today’s social norms and not 

restricted to social norms of the past.  Footloose encompasses selected characteristics of

the “Goldie Oldie” play, such as, a happy ending, thus, some of my questions regarding 

the “Goldie Oldie” can also apply to Footloose.  Can adolescents find their story in 

“Goldie Oldie” scripts?  Theatre teachers have the responsibility to help adolescent actors 

make those connections in plays/musicals in which they are involved.  
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“Appropriateness of themes” and “appropriateness for school and community” are 

Very Important considerations for theatre teachers.  I found that “Goldie Oldie” scripts 

offered risk- free choices that were neither familiar to adolescents nor immediately 

relevant to their lives, allowing a safe distance between the adolescents’ lives and the 

characters they portray.  Since the “Goldie Oldie” scripts are well-known, or at least have

survived the test of time, the school and community members know what to expect from 

these scripts.  “Wowing characters” was another Very Important consideration and the 

data implied that these characters exhibited a range of behavioral and emotional traits, 

however, the issues that these “Wowing characters” encountered made them less 

“Wowing characters.”  The “Goldie Oldie” scripts failed to portray gender equality, thus 

the male was the stronger sex in every play.  Both Roof and Stroud drew attention to this 

issue, and, according to my data, the female characters portrayed the weaker gender.  

When schools continually perform these “Goldie Oldie” scripts, teachers are reinforcing 

the gender inequality of characters; consequently, the strong characters are consistently 

male.  Females will realize the inequality in choices and question why strong female roles 

are less represented in these scripts.  (Once Upon a Mattress provides two strong female 

roles for adolescent actors.) 

The “cast size” was another Very Important consideration as well as criteria for a 

quality script.  A cast of at least 21 characters with the option for more ensemble 

characters made these four scripts popular choices.  High school theatre is educational, 

and this factor indicated that teachers believe that offering numerous students an 

opportunity to perform in a play/musical is crucial for the success of their students’ 
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educational theatre experience.  This consideration eliminates several scripts before they 

are even considered, as the need for scripts with at least 20 characters eliminates 

previewing many scripts that may effectively address relevant adolescent issues.  

Although the “Goldie Oldie” scripts appear to be risk-free choices, I believe that teachers 

need to consider taking a risk and explore the possibility of selecting scripts that more 

closely relate to adolescents’ daily lives.  As discussed in chapter four, I did uncover 

connections between present-day issues and todays’ adolescent student.  The universal 

themes relate to life today, but teachers must take the time to assist in making these 

connections.

The main characters in the analyzed scripts were young.  This fact implied that 

teachers were aware that adolescent actors portraying characters similar in age are a 

better choice because adolescent actors can draw from their life experiences to relate to 

their characters.  It appears an obvious choice to select scripts with adolescent characters; 

however, as discussed earlier, the issues faced by the majority of these adolescent 

characters failed to represent the present-day issues of today’s adolescents.  Choosing 

scripts that contain more adolescent characters provides adolescent actors opportunities to 

confront issues relevant to them.  The “Goldie Oldie” script may not offer numerous 

adolescent characters; therefore, teachers may need to explore scripts written specifically 

for adolescents.  
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RISKY CHOICES

I think we have to reach young people in their own territory.  It’s patronizing for 

us as adults to say: This is what you should do. . . .A better approach is: “Here’s a 

story.  Now what do you think about the characters and their actions?” (Brooks & 

Smith, 2000, p. 2)  

Laurie Brooks, playwright of The Wrestling Season, shared her opinions on 

writing scripts for young people that address “taboo” issues.  The Wrestling Season

explores two high school students on the wrestling team rumored to be gay lovers.  The 

important aspect about The Wrestling Season is that Brooks developed the story while 

working with adolescents.  She worked for two years with adolescent high school 

students devising scenes around daily conflicts.  Her goal was to write a play that 

incorporated all the issues that adolescents shared.  The result was The Wrestling Season.  

Brooks’ work with adolescents suggests that adolescents possess the capabilities to 

explore current issues from a present-day view.  “I think one of the best things we can do 

is help young people think about the complications that make us human” (Brooks & 

Smith, 2000, p. 1).  As discussed in the literature review, adolescents deal on a daily basis 

with difficulties that create complications in their lives (Nicholson & Ayers, 2004).  Plays 

that are developed in collaboration with the adolescent carry deeper meaning, because the 

voice of the adolescent is recognized.  Footloose may have been written with the 

adolescent actor and/or audience member in mind since it primarily deals with adolescent 

characters.  The adolescent voice is present; however, it is not certain that adolescents 

provided input for the playwright.  If high school theatre programs desire to provide their 
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students with the opportunity to explore relevant issues in their lives, then I believe that 

teachers should include scripts that were written specifically for adolescents.  

Selecting lesser-known scripts that cast adolescents confronting adolescent issues 

is a risky option for theatre educators.  Rawson (2002) reported, “. . .like any other 

theatre, it’s risky for a high school to tackle an unfamiliar show.  With South Pacific or 

The Music Man, the school knows what it’s getting; so do audiences and students—some, 

at least” (p. 4).  The tried and true scripts will rarely meet opposition from parents, 

administrators, and students.  Choosing scripts that focus on adolescence, however, 

serves as a tool that fosters growth and diversity in high school theatre education 

programs and sets them apart from others across the country.  Theatre teachers need to 

evaluate their goals and philosophy for their theatre programs.  Adolescents today have 

experience in life but are still shaping their views on several issues.  Teachers need to be 

willing to select scripts that push the agenda forward and allow the students to tackle 

relevant issues.  This action will encourage students to look at issues from new points of 

view.  The key is to provide students with scripts that do not emphasize the mainstream 

culture but expose them to other cultures and viewpoints.  The point is not to force new 

ideas, but to create a safe learning environment that allows adolescents an opportunity to 

question their beliefs and increase their knowledge about issues.  Max Bush (2006), 

playwright of Another Way Out and Kara in Black, was able to create and provide high 

schools with scripts focused directly on the adolescent:

I felt that both these plays contained risks for high schools and I wanted to: ban 

the producers from my writing mind, follow the inspiration, and write these two 
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plays with all the appropriate language, mysticism, politics, ideas—all the 

seriousness alive in the inspiration.  This did not mean leaving out the high 

school-aged actors and audiences.  I simply wanted to eliminate the 

administrations of the school-and, dare I say: the concerns of the parents—and 

communicate directly with the students. (p. 19)

Bush and Brooks both developed their plays by directly interacting with 

adolescents.  The issues and ideas presented appear relevant to adolescents (the 

playwright employed their voices), and the plays are set in present day.  Theatre 

educators consistently face the constraints placed by administrations and parents.  It 

seems safe to select the “Goldie Oldie” scripts, but, in my analysis, I discovered that 

these scripts often reinforce old stereotypes and emphasize the idea of finding true love 

and one’s identity.  The “Goldie Oldie” scripts fail to address the present-day conflicts 

that adolescents encounter.  They, instead, reinforce the social norms of the past.  The 

problem is not the issue of plays set in the past, but the era in which the play was written.  

Past playwrights were influenced by past social norms, and their characters reflect these 

norms.  The universal themes uncovered indicate that the adolescent will be able to 

connect and relate to these themes, but there still remains a distance between past and 

present day adolescent experiences. 

“WE CAN FACE THIS DOWN RIGHT NOW, RIGHT HERE” (Footloose)

I believe that educational theatre is the perfect avenue for adolescents to discuss 

present-day issues in their lives.  Play production is a significant element for high school 
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theatre programs.  Production goals include a finished product; however, the theatre 

teacher also incorporates lessons and discussions about the script’s material.  Reinforcing 

past social norms utilizing “Goldie Oldie” scripts neglects to recognize past and present 

changes in society.  Adolescent female actors portraying the roles of Helena or Emily 

portray a female dependent on males’ decisions.  These gender roles represent “cultural 

expectation[s] about appropriate behaviors for the sexes” (Spence & Helmreich, 1978, as 

cited in Galambos, 2004, p. 234), from another time (the date the play was written) 

remained apparent in the characters.  Adolescent actors portraying these characters were 

exposed to past social norms, and this exposure influenced their identity formation 

because of the modeling that occurred.  The socialization that occurs in the theatre 

classroom can influence gender development (Galambos, 2004, p.237).  Scripts that 

continually reinforce past cultural norms provide adolescent actors the chance to imitate 

and model these past social norms, thus shaping the gendered behavior of adolescents.  

Teachers must provide students the chance to compare the social norms of the past and 

present.  I suggest that teachers can address these issues with prepared lesson plans and 

study guides that specifically dealing with this issue.

Teachers need to be aware of the social norms that scripts present to students and 

remember that morals exist in each script.  As adolescents continue to search for their 

identities many factors influence their moral development, and my script selection in the 

future will expose my students to a variety of morals.  It is essential that teachers 

remember that adolescents’ moral development shapes adult moral character.  I believe 

that selecting a variety of scripts that present several styles is important, as a variety of 
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scripts will ensure that multiple morals are examined; however, I lack the evidence to 

prove this point and it is a limitation of my study.  This idea provides an opportunity for 

future studies.  

Adolescents today have more choices for their future, although gender still 

influences the mainstream cultures.  The limitations that females once faced as portrayed 

in some plays—housewife, mother, secretary-have lessened.  Hentges (2006) analyzed 

the female adolescent role in several films and discovered a qualified empowered female.  

She also uncovered a difference between independent and commercial films.  Although 

both types of films addressed universal issues that included high school cliques, romance, 

and image, the independent films “often dealt with more complicated issues or the same 

issues in different ways. . . characters and actors in the independent films were also more 

diverse” (p. 15).  Hentges findings were comparable to the difference between “Goldie 

Oldie” scripts and scripts written for adolescents.  

Studying the differences of the characters (both genders) in the scripts is a topic 

requiring further research.  Additionally, asking teachers why they select specific scripts 

would clarify why certain scripts are performed.  My study provided information about 

what teachers consider important during the script selection process, but the absence of 

the answer to why they select specific scripts would provide further insight about script 

selection. 

The debate of what scripts are appropriate for high school students remains 

ongoing.  Theatre programs throughout the nation are performing plays that deal with 

present-day issues.  The issues found in Footloose are present -day issues in some 
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communities.  The “Goldie Oldie” plays deal with universal themes, and these themes 

can be connected to current adolescent issues.  The Laramarie Project, although censored 

in Oregon and other states, made the top ten list of plays selected for performance in high 

school theatre programs in Dramatics for the 2004/2005 school year.  It inspires me to 

know that theatre educators are devoting time and effort to expose their students to scripts 

that tackle serious issues.  Perhaps if plays specifically written for the adolescent actor 

were publicized more, then teachers’ awareness of these scripts would increase.  The 

Laramie Project has been featured in the news, thus receiving more publicity.  As a 

result, teachers possess that specific title in their knowledge bank and use it when 

selecting a script.  I feel optimistic that this trend will continue as the debate over 

appropriateness is discussed, argued, and analyzed by administrators, parents, teachers, 

and most importantly adolescents.

The implications of my study suggest that “Goldie Oldie” scripts are popular for 

high school theatre programs, and although perceived as “safe choices” the scripts may 

have negative influences on the adolescent because of the messages they present.  Times 

have changed and high school theatre educators must heighten their awareness of 

adolescent students and the issues relevant in their lives.  The “Goldie Oldie” plays 

should not be eliminated from high school theatre programs, but teachers need to be 

aware of the social norms and messages found in these scripts and appropriately address 

them.  

As a future theatre educator, I will strive to make sure my high school program’s 

season includes plays that represent the adolescent voice and select plays based on 
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themes and issues, not cast size.  I realize the challenge of this commitment.  I will to 

seek scripts that provide numerous roles; however, my priority as a theatre educator will 

be to provide an educational setting in a safe environment where a variety of 

opportunities for learning are continually fostered.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The data from the questionnaire enhances the study of educational theatre.  

Although it surveys only Southern Arizona, it represents the growing need for more 

studies focused on education theatre.  The teacher’s choices offer information about what 

shapes high school theatres’ seasons.  Adapting and developing the character analysis of 

emotional and behavioral traits from previous studies provides the educational theatre 

field the tool to continue to use this method for analyzing scripts.  The analyses for 

themes also increase the data for the educational field.  Finally, the data will be 

significant for myself as a future theatre teacher, as well as for the theatre teachers who 

will receive the data.  I believe my study will contribute greatly to the theatre education 

field.

FUTURE STUDIES

The conclusions and implications from my study generate new ideas for future 

studies.  I pose five suggestions for future examination.  First, how can/do theatre 

teachers implement both the traditional canon and contemporary plays in their school’s 

season?  How do the students perceive the messages of scripts they perform?  An 

extended analysis of additional schools’ seasons would provide futher information on the 
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variety of scripts selected.  Completion of a detailed character analysis of similar 

characters from two different time periods would reveal the changes in characters 

throughout time.  Finally, it would be fascinating to study schools from different 

backgrounds to examine how culture influences schools’ agendas and shapes theatre 

programs.
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APPENDIX A: ETA PLAY SURVEY 2004-2005

The Play Survey 2004-2005 – Nearly 700 affiliated schools responded
Top Ten Full-Length Plays
1 A Midsummer Night’s Dream, by William Shakespeare
2 (tie) The Crucible, by Arthur Miller
2 (tie) You Can’t Take It With You, by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart
4 Our Town, by Thornton Wilder
5 Rumors, by Neil Simon
6 Arsenic and Old Lace, by Joseph Kesselring
7 (tie) The Diary of Anne Frank, by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
7 (tie) The Importance of Being Earnest, by Oscar Wilde
9 (tie) Fools, by Neil Simon
9 (tie) The Laramie Project, by Moises Kaufman and Tectonic Theatre Project
9 (tie) Noises Off, by Michael Frayn

Top Ten Musicals
1 Seussical, by Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens
2 Grease, by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
3 Once Upon a Mattress, by Mary Rodgers, Marshall Barer, Jay Thompson, 

and Dean Fuller 
4 Little Shop of Horrors, by Alan Menken and Howard Ashman
5 (tie) Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, by Alan Menken, Howard Ashman, Tim 

Rice, and Linda Woolverton
5 (tie) Into the Woods, by James Lapine and Stephen Sondheim
5 (tie) Oklahoma! by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
8 (tie) Anything Goes, by Cole Porter, Guy Bolton, P.G. Wodehouse, Howard 

Lindsay, and Russel Crouse
8 (tie) Bye Bye Birdie, by Charles Strouse, Michael Stewart, and Lee Adams
8 (tie) The Music Man, by Meredith Willson
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APPENDIX B: THE THESPIAN PRODUCTION SURVEY, 1938-1997

The Thespian production survey, 1938-1997
Top 25 Full-Length Full length plays/musicals
1 You Can’t Take It With You, by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart (1936)
2 Our Town, by Thornton Wilder (1938)
3 Arsenic and Old Lace, by Joseph Kesselring (1941)
4 The Curious Savage, by John Patrick (1941)
5 Oklahoma!, by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II (1943)
6 Bye Bye Birdie, by Charles Strouse, Michael Stewart, and Lee Adams 

(1960)
7 Harvey, by Mary Chase (1944)
8 The Miracle Worker, by William Gibson (1959)
9 The Night of January 16th, Ayn Rand (1935)
10 The Music Man, by Meredith Willson (1957)
11 Our Heart Were Young and Gay, by Jean Kerr (1946)
12 The Diary of Anne Frank, by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett (1955)
13 You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown, by Clark Gesner,Bob Balaban,and 

Gary Burghoff (1967)
14 Guys and Dolls, by Abe Burrows, Jo Swerling, and Frank Loesser (1950)
15 Fiddler on the Roof, by Jerry Bock, Sheldon Harnick, Joseph Stein (1964)
16 Up the Down Staircase, by Bel Kaufman, adapted by Ruth Sergel (1969)
17 The Man Who Came to Dinner, by George Kaufman and Moss Hart (1939)
18 Once Upon a Mattress, by Mary Rodgers, Jay Thompson, Marshall Barer, 

and Dean Fuller (1959)
19 Grease, by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey (1972)
20 The Crucible, by Arthur Miller (1953)
21 Godspell, by John-Michael Tebelak and Stephen Schwartz (1971)
22 A Midsummer Night’s Dream, by Shakespeare (probably 1594)
23 The Sound of Music, by Howard Lindsay, Russel Crouse, Richard Rodgers, 

and Oscar Hammerstein II (1959)
24 Little Women, by Louisa May Alcott, adapted by Marion De Forrest (1912)
25 Time Out for Ginger, by Ronald Alexander (1952)
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APPENDIX C: CODING SHEET NUMBER 1

Coding Sheet number 1
Bibliographical Entry:
Number of Male characters:
Number of Female characters:
Male Occupations:
Female Occupations:

Coding the Categories
Male Female

Verbal Affection
Verbal Aggression
Excitement/Anticipation
Competitive
Anger
Directive/Active
Submissive/Passive
Dependence/Affiliation
Joy
Creative
Physical Aggression
Physical Affection
Competence
Curiosity
Independence
Sadness
Hatred
Anxiety/Fear
Fantasy
Surprise
Nurturant
Cooperative
Persistent
Explorative
Imitative
Emotional
Rescues
Is Rescued Physically
Is Rescued Emotionally
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APPENDIX D: LETTER TO THE THEATRE TEACHERS

Dear Theatre Teachers, 

My name is Megan Elliot, an MA student in Theatre Education at the University of 
Arizona. My thesis research looks at popular full-length plays/musicals performed in high 
schools. I am specifically interested in Southern Arizona high schools and the thoughts of 
theatre education teachers. The following is a two-part questionnaire. The results will aid 
me in my research. Part-one asks you to list the all full-length plays/musicals that you 
have produced with your high school program and rate each play. Part –two asks you to 
share you opinion on what you feel are the most important considerations when you 
select a script for your students to perform. 

There are two ways to complete the survey. You may fill out the attached survey and 
mail it back to the Theatre Arts School of Fine Arts in the stamped return envelope or 
you may complete it online at Survey Monkey. The survey will take approximately 20 
minutes to complete. 

At anytime you are free to withdraw from completing the survey. If you decide to 
partially fill out the survey that is acceptable. The survey is anonymous and voluntary. 
There are no risks or benefits to your participation and you will not be compensated for 
your participation. 

At the conclusion of my research I will email all Southern Arizona theatre teachers the 
results of the questionnaire. 

Thank you for sharing you opinion and time. If you have any questions please feel free to 
contact me via email or telephone. If you have questions about your rights as a research 
participant, you may call the Human Subjects Protection Program office at (520) 626-
5925. You can also reach them at their toll-free number 1-866-278-1455. 

By completing this survey you are allowing Megan Elliot to use the following 
information assist her with her thesis research. 

Sincerely, 

Megan,Elliot , 
melliot@email.arizona:edu 520-909-0586 
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APPENDIX E: TEACHER SURVEY

Survey
List the full-length plays/musicals that your school has performed in the last three 

years (include this year’s season selection even if you have not yet performed the full 
length plays/musicals)

*Rate the play according to the following scale:
Title of full-length Play/Musical 4

Great 
script 

fulfilled 
my 

criteria

3
Good 
Script

fulfilled 
most of my 

criteria

2
Okay 

Script -
did not 
meet 

most of 
my 

criteria

1
Not a Good 
Script -and 
did not meet 
my criteria

Describe what you feel is your criteria for a quality script.
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Check the importance of the following considerations when choosing a full-length script 

(straight and/or musical)

Considerations for selecting a 
script

5
Very 

Important

4
Important

3
Needs to be 
considered

2
Sometimes

1
Never

Appropriateness of language

Appropriateness of themes

Is it appropriate for school – for 
the students
Is it appropriate for the 
community
Parents

Cast Size

Characters’ genders

Budget

Group of students

Staging Demands

Target Audience

The challenges that it provides 
for the students
Students’ skills

Faculty and Administration 
support
Style (experimental, comedy, 
classical, etc.)
Age of students

Number of students

The venue – the theatre 
space/constraints 
Support system – will you have 
designers or volunteers to help 
with the production?
What does it do for you as an 
artist?  How will working on this 
script inspire/challenge you?
The story (writing)
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Considerations for selecting a 
script

5
Very 

Important

4
Important

3
Needs to be 
considered

2
Sometimes

1
Never

The music (this applies to 
musical selection)
The technical aspects 

School’s schedule (testing, other 
activities’ events)
Acquiring the rights for the 
script
Planning a well-balanced season

Surrounding schools’ seasons

Other -

Other -

Other -
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APPENDIX F: IRB LETTER
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APPENDIX G: SAMPLE OF ETA ANNUAL PLAY SURVEY
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APPENDIX H: PLAY/MUSICAL LIST RESULTS

Play/Musical List results from Questionnaire

Title 4 – Great 
Script

3 – Good 
Script

2 – Okay 
Script

1 – Not a 
Good 
Script

A Chorus Line 1
A Christmas Carol 1
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum

1

A Midsummer Nights Dream 4 2
Ah, Wilderness! 1
Alibis 1
Alicia in Wonder Tierra 1
All in the Timing 1
All My Sons 1
America Hurrah 1
Anything Goes 1
Arsenic and Old Lace 2
Bang Bang You're Dead 1
Big the Musical 1
Brighton Beach Memoirs 1
Bull in a China Shop 1
Bye Bye Birdie 2
Cabaret 1
Cemetery Club 1
Charley's Aunt 1
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 1
Chicago 1
Chickenheart 1
Children's Hour 1
Cinderella 1
Class Action 1
Copacabana 1
Cyrano de Bergerac 1
Dirty Work at the Crossroads 1
Disney's Beauty & the Beast 1
Elton John & Tim Rice's Aida 1
Everybody Loves Opal 1
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Title 4 – Great 
Script

3 – Good 
Script

2 – Okay 
Script

1 – Not a 
Good 
Script

Fairytale Courtroom 1
Father of the Bride 1
Flowers for Algernon 1
Fools 1
Footloose 3 1
Forty-Second Street 1
Free Fall (original piece) 1
Guys and Dolls 2
Hamlet 1
Harvey 1 3
Hello Dolly 1
Hot L Baltimore 1
Jake's Women 2
Julius Caesar 1
La Casa de Bernarda Alba 1
Life on the Bowery 1
Li'l Abner 1
Lo and Behold 1
Long Christmas Dinner & Happy Journey 
from Tenton to Camden

1

Love's Labour's Lost 1
Macbeth 1
May the Force Be With You 1
Merry Murders
Merry Murders at Montmaire 1
Miracle Worker 1 1
Mirth and Mayhem 1
Moon Over Buffalo 1
Mountain Fever 1
Murder in a Nunnery 1
Music Man 1
Night of the Living Beauty Pageant 1
Nothing For Granted 1
Nunsense 1
Odd Couple (female version) 2
Oliver! 1
Once Upon a Mattress 2 1
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Title 4 – Great 
Script

3 – Good 
Script

2 – Okay 
Script

1 – Not a 
Good 
Script

Our Miss Brooks 1
Our Town 3
Out of the Frying Pan 1
Peter Pan 1
Peter Pan (non-musical) 1
Picasso at the Lapin Agile 1
Play it Again, Sam 1
Pride and Prejudice 1
Proof 1
Romeo & Juliet 2
Run Always Makes me Cry
Ruthless, the Musical 1
Saturday the 14th 1
Schoolhouse Rock 1 1
Scrooge 1
Second Class 1
Seussical the Musical 1
Shakespeare and the Poet's Pen 1
Smile, the musical 1
Snow Angel 1
Sorry the Bridge is Out 1
Stage Door 2
Stand & Deliver 1
Steel Magnolias 1 1
Still Life With Iris 1
Taming of the Shrew 1
Ten Little Indians 1 1
The 12 Angry Jurors 1
The 60's Mania 1
The Crucible 1
The Curious Savage 1
The Devil & Daniel Webster 1
The Foreigners 1
The Girl in the Mirror 1
The Good Doctor 2
The Heiress 1
The Hollow 1
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Title 4 – Great 
Script

3 – Good 
Script

2 – Okay 
Script

1 – Not a 
Good 
Script

The House at Pooh Corner 1
The Hunchback of Notre Dame 1
The Man Who Came to Dinner 1
The Miss Firecracker Contest 1
The Mouse that Roared 1
The Pajama Game 1
The Pirates of Penzance 1 1
The Road Taken 1
The Trojan Women 1
The Wizard of Oz 1 2
Trappings (original piece) 1
Velveteen Rabbit 1
Winnie-the-Pooh 1
Working 1
You Can't Take it with You 1
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